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This dissertation addresses a key issue in the efficient execution of transaction systems in shared environments. Until recently, transaction systems typically ran on dedicated database server machines. Transaction systems are increasingly popular beyond the database domain, and thus are often run outside of the dedicated server environment: on client machines, personal computers on user desktops, or multi-use enterprise servers. The key difference between these environments is that server machines are dedicated to running one application (e.g., a database server) in isolation, while in the other environments the machine is shared by multiple applications (e.g., word processors, email programs, web browsers, and applications that use transactions). In these latter environments, the transaction system needs to cooperate with the operating system to effectively share the resources of the machine with all of the applications on the machine.

Virtual memory is the operating system facility that manages the physical memory of a machine to buffer (i.e., temporarily store) the data of the applications running on it. Similarly, a transaction system’s buffer manager temporarily stores portions its data in memory, where it can be efficiently manipulated. In both the server and shared environments, transaction systems are run as applications on top of an underlying operating system. As a result, transaction systems’ buffers are themselves buffered by the virtual memory system. In dedicated server environments the virtual memory system is not active because there are no other applications to compete with the transaction system for memory. On shared machines, however, competition from other applications may cause the operating system to remove memory used to store a transaction system’s buffer. In current designs, virtual memory and transaction system buffer managers are oblivious to each other. Thus, when virtual memory paging occurs, the transaction buffer manager incurs extra disk reads and writes—without its knowledge—as it attempts to access its buffer memory. This phenomenon is called double paging.
Previous operating systems research has addressed the problem of double paging by providing transaction functionality within the operating system. This approach solves the problem by integrating transaction buffer management with virtual memory. It allows transaction systems to achieve excellent performance while allowing memory to be effectively utilized by all of the applications on the machine. Taking advantage of these results has not been feasible for commercial application designers, however, because these solutions require features of research operating systems that are not available in commercial operating systems. Further, this platform mismatch has made it difficult to project the performance results of these systems to commercial operating systems.

In this dissertation, we first describe a space of trade-offs between transaction performance in a multiprogrammed environment and the required degree of customized operating system support. We argue that the current alternatives represent the two possible extremes: poor performance with no additional support required, and excellent performance with extensive operating system support required.

Second, we present a new point in the space of trade-offs that is between these extremes. This technique improves performance over current practice by utilizing existing operating system facilities to integrate transaction buffer management with operating system virtual memory management.

Third, we describe an implementation of the new approach in a commercial operating system, Digital Unix, running on AlphaStation 250 workstations. We also present two more systems, built on the same platform, that are representative of the two existing alternatives. The implementation of the three systems on an identical platform enables, for the first time, a fair evaluation of the full spectrum of degrees of virtual memory support for transaction buffer management.

We conclude that current transaction buffer management designs perform poorly in the increasingly common memory-competitive environments. We argue that this poor performance is the result of fundamental structural decisions. We lend evidence to this argument by demonstrating significant performance improvements in a restructured transaction buffer management system that uses existing operating systems facilities. Finally, we demonstrate prototype implementations of transaction support that will be available in future extensible operating systems that provide further performance improvements.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

This dissertation investigates virtual memory management alternatives for supporting transactions in single-level storage systems. Transactions are a programming construct that allows programmers to achieve atomic (i.e., "all or nothing") updates to data, even in the presence of failures. Single-level stores provide a uniform interface to data, allowing the same code to operate on data regardless of whether the data is in memory, on disk, or on a remote machine. Individually, transactions and single-level storage systems have proven to be important components of reliable, efficient and easy to build software systems. The combination of these facilities, provided by intermediate layers of software built on top of an underlying operating system, are an increasingly popular foundation for writing applications. However, this combination of features has conflicting implementation demands.

This dissertation examines two aspects of implementations of transactions in single-level stores. First, we examine the interactions between such intermediate software layers and the operating system. Second, we measure the effect that these interactions have on application performance, particularly in a multiprogrammed environment.

In this chapter we describe the structure of existing transaction and single-level storage system implementations, and explain why combining the two individual implementations can result in poor application performance. The goal of our research is to restructure these
systems so that they are compatible with existing operating systems and provide improved performance.

1.1 Transactions and Single-level Stores

The interaction between transaction systems (in particular, relational databases) and operating system virtual memory has been carefully examined by a number of researchers [Stonebraker 81, Traiger 82, Diel et al. 84, Chang & Mergen 88], who concluded that commercial operating systems are insufficient to support the transaction memory management needs of database systems. As a result, commercial database systems are typically structured to bypass the operating system's virtual memory facilities; instead, such systems implement the memory management required for transactions in privately managed buffer pools. This technique has been proven to be effective for relational databases running on dedicated server machines.

In separate research, single-level stores have evolved into broad ranging systems that efficiently support local and distributed computation. One use of single-level stores has been to provide infrastructure for building groupware-style applications that allow interactive collaboration among collections of users. A number of operating systems have been designed and prototyped that implement such single-level storage environments [Chase et al. 94, Rosenberg et al. 96]. In contrast to database system structures, these systems tightly integrate the management of the single-level store with virtual memory, because they extend the virtual memory service to include persistent and distributed data.

Transactions and single-level stores offer important complementary advantages: reliability benefits in the case of transactions, and increased ease of programming in the case of single-level stores. It is not surprising, therefore, that we have recently seen efforts to combine these two functions into a single infrastructure for application development, by means of application frameworks, object-oriented databases, and other application middleware. Systems that provide both functions must resolve the conflict between previous transaction systems' technique of bypassing virtual memory and previous single-level storage systems' technique of extending virtual memory. Existing systems supporting
transactions in a single-level store resolve this conflict by bypassing virtual memory in order to implement transaction buffer management. Therefore, existing systems must re-implement the single-level store on top of the bypassed virtual memory.

1.2 Motivation

Our research is motivated by the observation that the buffer management techniques used by systems providing transactions in single-level stores assume that the application is run on a dedicated server machine. The popularity of such systems as application-building infrastructure has meant that transaction systems are now often run outside of the dedicated server environment: on desktop machines, and in multi-use enterprise servers. The key difference between the dedicated server and the other environments is that server machines are dedicated to running one application (e.g., a database server) in isolation, while in the other environments the transaction system must compete for resources with other applications (e.g., word processors, e-mail programs, web browsers, and other applications that also use transactions). In competitive environments, the transaction system needs to cooperate with the operating system to effectively share the resources of the machine with all of the applications on the machine, or a significant performance penalty will be imposed.

In both the server and competitive environments, transaction systems are run as applications on top of an underlying operating system. As a result, the memory used by a transaction system to buffer (i.e., temporarily store) the transaction’s data is itself buffered by the virtual memory system. When a machine is dedicated to running one application, the virtual memory system never has to page (i.e., remove) memory from that application. On shared machines, however, competition from multiple applications may cause the operating system to page out memory used to store a transaction system’s buffer. Current operating systems force virtual memory and transaction system buffer managers to be oblivious to each other. Because of this lack of integration, when virtual memory paging occurs, the transaction buffer manager incurs extra disk reads and writes—without its knowledge—as
it attempts to access its buffer memory. This phenomenon is called *double paging* [Goldberg & Hassinger 74].

In contrast, a system that integrates transaction buffer management with virtual memory will not exhibit double paging because the virtual memory system cooperates with, or even implements, transaction buffer management. Figure 1.1 show the effect of increasing competition for memory on a visualization application implemented on top of two different single-level stores: one that is integrated with virtual memory, and another that uses a buffer pool technique to bypass virtual memory. The integrated solution is insensitive to memory competition—the application continues to perform well. The non-integrated buffer pool solution performs well at low levels of memory competition, which can be thought of as running on a dedicated server machine. However, as the percentage of memory consumed by competition increases, causing double paging to take place, performance degrades sharply, ultimately becoming worse by a full order of magnitude.

The performance degradation caused by double paging is so severe that, in practice, applications that use transactions in single-level stores must be extensively tuned (i.e., have an experienced analyst adjust system parameters) for each new installation, thus

![Graph showing elapsed time for visualization application](image)

**Figure 1.1:** Elapsed time for visualization application to render one frame, as competition for memory increases.
greatly increasing their cost. Even when appropriately tuned, these applications can suffer from double paging unless the workload on the machine is constrained to well below its capacity, thus reducing the flexibility of the machines they are run on.

Previous research has addressed the problem of double paging by providing direct support for transactions within the operating system. Having the operating system provide such support solves the problem by integrating transaction buffer management with virtual memory. Taking advantage of these results has not been feasible for commercial application designers, however, because these solutions require features of research operating systems that are not available in commercial operating systems. Further, this platform mismatch has made it difficult to project the performance results of these systems to commercial environments.

This dissertation investigates alternate degrees of operating system support for transactions that provide the performance of an integrated single-level store. One alternative we examine is an approach that supports transactions in a single-level store without requiring the significant operating system redesign required by previous research solutions. The design, implementation and evaluation of this approach demonstrates that the growing number of applications using transactions in single-level stores will be able to achieve high performance without requiring manual tuning for each installation, and without requiring their users to significantly constrain the workload of the machines shared by these applications.

1.3 Thesis Statement and Contributions

My thesis is that the structure of current systems providing transactions in single-level stores is overly complex and inherently inefficient in memory-competitive environments. The complexity is a result of redundant memory management between the transaction system and the operating system. The lack of communication between the redundant layers results in poor performance in memory-competitive environments. This dissertation pre-
sents a range of alternatives for eliminating this redundancy and compares the performance of each alternative.

The primary contributions of this dissertation are:

- An analysis of the interactions between the memory management requirements of transactions and single-level stores.

- An analysis of the possible degrees of operating system support for systems that provide transactions in a single-level storage environment.

- A complete description of a transaction recovery mechanism that is integrated with virtual memory. This mechanism represents the application of general principles of transaction buffer management and operating system integration that can be implemented in most commercial operating system environments.

- An implementation of three approaches for operating system support of transaction recovery based on a common operating system infrastructure, which enables a fair comparison between them.

- A performance comparison of a representative of the current practice of transaction buffer management with the two approaches that eliminate buffer management redundancy: the first alternative requires custom operating systems, the second is our approach which is compatible with commercial operating systems.

- A demonstration that integrating transaction buffer management with the underlying virtual memory system results in significantly improved performance across a variety of workloads and degrees of memory competition.

1.4 Dissertation Outline

Chapter 2 describes how the memory management facilities provided by traditional operating systems have directly affected the structure of applications with specific memory
management requirements. It also describes how the structure of operating systems has evolved to accommodate these applications' requirements. Finally, it argues that these applications must be restructured to fully take advantage of the benefits of the new operating systems’ structure.

Chapter 3 describes the tasks of applications that use transactions. Next, it describes the potential modes of interaction between transaction buffer management, logging, and the underlying operating system's virtual memory. Finally, it summarizes the log management, buffer policy and virtual memory integration decisions of a number of existing research and commercial database systems.

Chapter 4 extends the discussion in Chapter 3 by investigating the additional issues involved with implementing transactions in a single-level storage environment. Chapter 4 first discusses the attributes of single-level stores. Next it describes why many of these attributes impede the implementation of transactions using commercial operating system facilities. These difficulties have motivated current system structures that implement transactions by implementing buffer management in a privately managed buffer pool, thus bypassing—rather than integrating with—virtual memory management.

Chapter 5 describes a new buffer management mechanism, called user-level mmap shadow (UMS), that supports transactions in single-level stores. The buffer management provided by UMS is integrated with virtual memory and can be implemented without requiring modifications to existing commercial operating systems. Chapter 5 also describes the Recoverable Memory System (RMS), the transaction interface used by the applications in the experiments performed in the following chapter.

Chapter 6 first describes the implementations of two previous approaches for transaction buffer management: buffer pool systems that bypass virtual memory, and kernel-based approaches that rely on customized operating systems to integrate their buffer management with the virtual memory system. We compare the performance of the previous approaches to the performance of UMS using a variety of workloads and find that UMS is able to provide the performance advantages of the kernel-based approaches in memory-competitive environments, without relying on custom operating system support. Thus we find that UMS combines the benefits of both kernel-based and buffer pool approaches.
Finally, Chapter 7 summarizes the contributions of the dissertation, discusses some related work, and describes some future avenues of investigation in this area.
Chapter 2

Operating Systems Influence on Application Structure

The size and complexity of software systems has kept pace with the exponential improvements in hardware performance. Software systems have become sufficiently complex to cause researchers to revisit some of the basic principles of design [Parnas 72]. In particular, the principles of encapsulation and information-hiding are adapting to accommodate complex modular systems' need for flexibility and performance. The challenge has always been to design interfaces that hide unnecessary implementation details by abstraction, and expose those details that matter to clients of the interface. The dilemma that prompted researchers to revisit the issue is that, for a widely used interface, almost all implementation details are important to some client, thus no fixed set of abstractions is appropriate for all clients. To address this dilemma, programming languages [Shaw & Wulf 80, Kiczales 92] and operating systems [Bershad et al. 95, Engler et al. 94, Mogul et al. 87, Yokote et al. 89] have adopted new structures that offer client applications customizable "open implementations" of the primary interfaces provided by these systems.
An open implementation of an interface allows its clients to tailor its implementation via a separate controlling interface. Operating systems are an excellent example of the evolution of open implementations. Most operating system services — such as files, processes, virtual memory, communication — were originally provided via opaque interfaces that hide all implementation details from their clients. As applications evolved that had unique or high-performance service requirements, operating systems developed open implementations of individual services by providing additional interfaces that allow applications to provide advisory information or low-level control over resource management (e.g., madvise and ioctl, which control virtual memory and input/output devices, respectively). Recent operating systems research has moved toward generalizing this trend by developing uniform mechanisms to open the implementation of all operating system services. We call systems with open implementations of services extensible operating systems.

One benefit of extensible operating systems is that applications can achieve higher performance when they are able to customize the implementation of a service to their needs. Another benefit of extensible operating systems is that applications can take advantage of an open implementation of services to rid themselves of redundant resource management code, by customizing the resource management provided by the underlying system instead of replacing it. This structure centralizes the operating system's resource allocation, and at the same time allows applications to control the resource management policies. Allowing the operating system to control low-level allocation and mechanism decisions while providing applications the ability to manipulate high-level policy decisions achieves the goal of policy/mechanism separation set out in the Hydra system [Levin et al. 75].

The promise of extensible operating systems is great. Applications and operating systems can be better structured and more efficient. However, both the operating system and many of its client applications have to be redesigned in order for the full benefits of extensible operating systems to be realized. Many researchers are currently working on designing extensible operating systems (including SPIN [Bershad et al. 95], Aegis [Engler et al. 94], the Cache Kernel [Cheriton & Duda 94], Vino [Small & Seltzer 94], and Oberon [Mossenbock 94]). Much less research has been devoted to the influence on application
structure exerted by increasing degrees of system support and extensibility. This dissertation addresses a facet of this latter issue by examining various interactions between operating system memory management and the memory management needs of transaction systems.

In this introductory chapter we examine the interaction between operating system support and application structure. We first discuss the kinds of application demands that have motivated open implementations. Next we discuss the specific demands of different applications, and the varying degrees of extensibility provided by operating systems to meet these demands. Then we discuss operating system alternatives for providing application-specific memory management, and the effect these alternatives have on application structure and performance. Finally, we provide an overview of the remainder of the dissertation in terms of the issues described in this chapter.

2.1 Modular Systems and Open Implementations

Open implementations are motivated by an "impedance mismatch" between the client of a service and its implementation [Stonebraker 81, Anderson et al. 92, Kiczales 92]. This describes situations in which an implementation of an interface, or the interface itself, does not meet the application's needs, either in performance or functionality. For example, applications may have an impedance mismatch with their language system's memory allocator. Some applications want to specify the alignment of allocated memory because they want to control collisions in the processor's cache [LaMarca 96]. Other applications find that their pattern of memory allocation and deallocation causes excessive fragmentation in a particular memory allocator. Most memory allocators do not provide the control required by such applications. Applications with specific memory allocation needs therefore often request large blocks of memory from the language system’s memory allocator, and sub-allocate “manually” according to their needs. Thus, the lack of an open implementation of memory allocation can cause client applications to reimplement customized memory allocation on top of the language system-provided memory allocation.
Without access to an open implementation of a service, application writers often need to reimplement significant portions of the service in order to provide a variant of the service themselves. The open implementation solution is to have the memory allocator provide an auxiliary *meta interface* that allows applications to control the implementation of the service's *primary interface*. For example, a meta interface could allow programmers to control the alignment of allocated memory without having to reimplement a memory allocator themselves. Another meta interface could control the allocation policy to reduce fragmentation for various patterns of allocation and deallocation. Restructuring the service to provide an open implementation can improve both the structure and the performance of both the application and the service.

Figure 2.1 shows the structure of a language runtime system and its client applications both with and without an open implementation of memory allocation. With an open implementation of memory allocation, applications can become simpler because they no longer have to implement memory allocation to achieve the functionality they require. Without the meta interface, the service — memory allocation — is provided by the *combination* of the language runtime's memory allocator and the sum of the memory allocation code.

![Figure 2.1: Comparison of inflexible vs. open implementations of memory allocation](image-url)
within all of the client applications. Thus, an open implementation of memory allocation can reduce the overall complexity of the memory allocation service. The increased complexity of the system service required to provide the meta interface will often be outweighed by the simplifications to each of the applications that use the system service.

The next section describes three levels of open implementations of existing operating systems services and how they affect application structure and performance.

2.2 Operating System Support for Resource-Intensive Applications

The task of an operating system is to manage the machine's resources (e.g., the processor, memory and network hardware) and to provide a set of services to client applications (e.g., processes, virtual memory and sockets). A large portion of recent operating systems research has been devoted to supporting applications whose resource needs are not met by the original interface or implementation of a system service. Previous researchers have discussed the motivation for open implementations of operating systems [Rashid et al. 89, Anderson 92, Kiczales et al. 93, Draves 93]. David Keppel presented a taxonomy of different approaches to providing open implementations in general [Keppel 93]. This section examines three degrees of flexibility provided by existing operating systems and how they affect application structure and performance. First we describe fixed interfaces that provide no flexibility to applications, but are simple to understand and implement. Next, we describe how adaptive interfaces automatically adjust resource management according to individual application behaviors, and why they do not support applications with rapidly changing service requirements, or that need alternative interfaces. Then we describe open implementations of operating system services that allow the application to tailor the interfaces and implementations of system services to best suit their specialized needs. Finally, we describe why the open implementation approach enables the system to provide more efficient resource management than alternative structures by locating resource management where better decisions can be made.
2.2.1 Opaque, Fixed Interfaces

Operating system services were originally provided via interfaces that hid their implementation and allowed no flexibility to accommodate the varying needs of different applications. However, some implementation details have to be revealed — for even the simplest services — in order to provide acceptable performance and correct behavior. For example, the simplest definition of a stream input-output interface (e.g., to a disk file) is open, close, read and write. The description at this level of detail does not mention the existence of the buffers that are required to achieve high performance for reading from and writing to a stream. However, most applications that deal with streams are eventually affected by the presence of buffering. Programmers often have to insert explicit calls to flush a stream’s buffers in order for output to be written to disk at a particular time (e.g., an ATM’s deduction of $20 from an account balance during a withdrawal).

Breaches in “opaque” interfaces reveal the tension inherent in providing an efficient operating system service: operating systems have to provide services to many kinds of applications and no single implementation is likely to be the best for all of them. We classify these interfaces as fixed and opaque because the implementation’s details are still hidden and because the service does not adapt to application behavior.

2.2.2 Adaptive Operating System Services

In cases where one implementation is unable to satisfy all clients, researchers instead make their systems adapt to applications’ behavior either automatically or by providing advisory interfaces. The primary operating system services — processing, communication and storage — have been made adaptive in most current operating systems by adjusting resource management according to observed patterns of usage or to hints provided by applications. For example, the non-adaptive fixed priority, round-robin processor scheduling policy can cause interactive applications (those that frequently interact with user input) to suffer from poor response time in the presence of long-running compute-bound applications. Current operating systems use an adaptive scheduling policy that detects batch
applications and dynamically reduces their priority. By automatically separating the two
classes of applications, the adaptive scheduling policy provides good response time to
interactive applications and executes batch applications when the user is not interacting
with the computer.

Another example of adaptive resource management was motivated by the poor perfor-
mance resulting from the mismatch between standard virtual memory page replacement
policies and some applications’ access patterns. Standard replacement policies are
designed to perform well for the common access patterns that exhibit spatial and temporal
locality. Spatial locality is the motivation for the page-granularity of virtual memory sys-
tems — it means that an application that accesses any part of a page is likely to access
most of the page. Temporal locality is the motivation for locality-based replacement poli-
cies — it means that a reference to a page at any time implies a high probability of another
reference to the same page soon after. Thus a locality-based replacement policy, such as
Least Recently Used (LRU), chooses to replace those pages that have not been accessed
recently. Locality-based policies perform well for most applications, but some common
access patterns can cause them to misbehave badly. For example, an application that reads
a large file sequentially into memory can cause most of the pages on the machine to be
replaced, regardless of whether they are being used by other applications. Some operating
systems use an adaptive solution to address this problem. For example, Digital Unix
adapts its replacement policy for pages that it detects are being accessed sequentially to
prevent them from evicting more useful pages.\(^1\) By dynamically adapting to application
behavior, Digital Unix is able to provide good performance for a wider variety of work-
loads than would otherwise be possible.

Some applications — such as multimedia, databases and scientific computation —
have resource needs that can not be effectively met even by adaptive systems. For exam-
ple, an application’s behavior may change too rapidly for the system to adapt, or it may
have resource needs that would require a fundamental modification to the operating sys-

\(^1\) Sequential accesses activate Digital Unix’s "sequential drain" mode, which eagerly discards sequentially
accessed pages in favor of other pages that are accessed with locality.
tem's interface or implementation. In many cases, applications such as these reimplement
the entire system service at the user-level in order to customize that service to meet their
needs. For example, some applications implement user-level threads in order to customize
scheduling, communication or synchronization. Database systems often implement user-
level buffering so that they can control the buffer's size, replacement policy or recovery
strategy. The needs of resource-intensive applications like these motivated current
research into extensible operating systems that eliminate the duplicate resource manage-
ment between the user-level and the operating system.

2.2.3 Extensible Operating Systems

An extensible operating system allows applications to customize parts of the implementa-
tion of a service in order to meet their special requirements. Since the system's implemen-
tation is shared among all applications, providing extensibility while preserving the safety
guarantees of multiuser operating systems is a significant challenge to designers of exten-
sible operating systems. Researchers have taken three approaches to designing safe exten-
sible operating systems: embedded interpreters [Lee et al. 94, Mogul et al. 87], library-
based services [Maeda & Bershad 93, Engler et al. 94] and safe dynamic linking of compi-
led code [Bershad et al. 95, Necula & Lee 96]. In spite of these systems' significantly
different structures, they share the ability to let applications modify the implementation of
a mismatched system service instead of requiring that they reimplement the service them-
selves.

Extensible operating systems have three benefits. First, by allowing applications to
customize the implementation of services, extensible systems can provide those services
with higher performance than is possible with either a fixed or adaptive implementation
[Fiuczynski & Bershad 96]. Second, since applications can rid themselves of redundant
resource management code, extensible systems can help applications achieve high perfor-
ance with simpler implementations [Kiczales et al. 91].

The third benefit results from placing control of a resource where the most knowledge
about that resource's utilization resides. Scheduler activations [Anderson et al. 92] provide
an example of this strategy for processor scheduling. For example, when a user-level thread system is built on traditional kernel threads, oblivious kernel scheduling can cause scheduling "convoys" when threads must wait for another thread that holds a user-level lock because it has been descheduled by the operating system. Since the operating system does not know about user-level locks, it does not know when it is a bad idea to deschedule a thread. Scheduler activations solve this problem by supporting scheduling at the user-level, where lock-management resides.

This dissertation examines a related situation for memory management. Most database systems implement buffer management at the user level to allow them to control their buffer's size, replacement policy and recovery strategy. However, the operating system has important knowledge about the memory usage of the other applications sharing the machine. Since user-level buffer managers are oblivious to other applications, they can make mistaken assumptions about memory availability that result in significantly reduced performance. Database designers have taken two approaches to their interaction with operating system memory management. The first approach is to implement user-level buffer management by bypassing the operating system's memory management. The second approach is to integrate database buffer management with the operating system's memory management by modifying the operating system to implement database functionality. We discuss the implications of these two approaches for memory management in the next section.

2.3 Application and Operating System Structure for Efficient Memory Management

There are two approaches to structure applications to take advantage of open implementations of an operating system service. The first approach is to use low-level interfaces to "take over" particular resources of the machine. This approach replaces operating system services, at a coarse granularity, with resource managers provided by the application. The second approach is to place control of the resource within the operating system and provide an auxiliary interface that allows applications to customize the resource management
in order to accommodate their particular needs. The first approach results in duplicate resource managers between the operating system and the application. The second approach integrates the application’s resource management with the operating system’s.

The memory and scheduling examples described in Section 2.2.3 demonstrate that an operating system can provide the support required to place resource management either within an application or within the operating system, depending on the resource or its management requirements. The challenge for the design of an effective operating system/application interaction is to determine where the management of each resource belongs; within the application or within the operating system.

The degree to which a resource is multiplexed with other applications influences whether operating system-level or application-level control over that resource is more efficient. In some cases, resources can be dedicated to a fixed number of applications. Database servers and video game machines are two examples of such an environment. In this environment, resources (e.g., memory) can be statically partitioned among applications, and the system can efficiently give control over resources to the applications that require it. General purpose desktop machines, however, have dynamic workloads with multiple applications that compete for all of the machine’s resources. In these environments the operating system frequently reallocates resources between applications. In this case, placing resource management within the operating system may be more efficient.

Database and operating systems researchers have long been at odds over the level at which to implement memory management. Database researchers have made convincing arguments that operating systems’ memory management facilities are inadequate for supporting database buffer management [Stonebraker 81, Traiger 82]. As a result, database researchers developed techniques to bypass operating systems’ memory management in order to implement buffer management entirely within the database system. These techniques have proven very effective in the database server environments for which they were intended. Currently, however, databases are often used outside the server environment because of their use in popular application-building infrastructure, or middleware, such as object oriented databases. Further, server machines are being configured to run dynamic workloads, such as corporate “enterprise servers” that manage databases, web servers and
file servers at the same time. Even though they now find themselves running in memory-competitive environments, databases still use the buffer management techniques developed for dedicated servers.

When a resource is managed by applications in environments where resource competition results in frequent operating system management as well, the resulting simultaneous levels of resource management can result in extremely poor performance. The first observed example of this phenomenon was for memory management, and is called the double paging anomaly [Goldberg & Hassinger 74]. Since paging describes the task of buffer management, double paging describes the situation of two conflicting levels of buffer management. Databases in memory-competitive environments can suffer from double paging, which results up to three times the amount of disk traffic, which is usually the performance bottleneck in these systems. One way to eliminate double paging is to integrate database memory management with the underlying operating system memory management, thus eliminating one of the levels of paging.

Operating systems and database researchers have built operating systems with customized support for databases (e.g., Camelot's use of Mach [Spector 91], the Bubba operating system's support for databases [Boral et al. 90], and IBM's various database machine/operating systems, including DB2 [Cheng et al. 84], System R [Gray et al. 81], and 801/CPR [Chang & Mergen 88]). The problem with using these systems to solve double paging in applications is that users' desktop machines run commercial operating systems, whose structure and interfaces are significantly different from the structure and interfaces of database operating systems.

The current research into extensible operating systems offers great promise: these systems will allow applications to implement the functionality of the research database-specific operating systems (via system service extensions), while also providing commercial operating system interfaces. Until these extensible systems are deployed, however, applications are constrained to using existing commercial operating systems' facilities and to experiencing poor performance in memory-competitive environments.
The new system described in this dissertation provides a bridge to these applications that allows them to be structured as they would be in an extensible operating system, but by using currently available facilities.
Chapter 3

Transaction Buffer Management and Virtual Memory

This chapter sets the technical stage for the dissertation by describing existing approaches to transaction buffer management, and the interaction of these approaches with existing operating system virtual memory management mechanisms.

Transactions have proven to be a key component of reliable, efficient and maintainable applications that manage distributed and/or persistent data. Transactions are delimited sequences of data accesses ending in a call to a system commit primitive. Transaction commits are persistent and atomic. Persistence is the ability to retain data across non-catastrophic failures and is usually provided by storing data on magnetic disks. Atomic updates happen all at once or not at all, even in the presence of failures. The access time of modern disks is five orders of magnitude slower than non-persistent main memory (5 milliseconds for disks vs. 50 nanoseconds for memory). As a result, the technique of temporarily buffering persistent data in memory is critical for high performance transactions.

This chapter describes the interaction between transaction system buffering and the buffering done by the underlying operating system.
A key function of a transaction system is supporting modifications to persistent data. Allowing applications to modify data in memory buffers is critical for high performance. Since buffers are not persistent, transaction systems must carefully manage the movement of data to and from buffer memory. Transaction system researchers have developed buffer management techniques that make updating persistent data efficient. These techniques assume that the transaction system can manage the machine's main memory to implement buffer management. However, this assumption may be violated when a transaction system is run within virtual memory — a situation that can result in significantly degraded performance.

Virtual memory is a facility provided by operating systems that manages the main memory of a machine to provide applications with the illusion of a large amount of memory. Since the total amount of data accessed by applications can greatly exceed the amount of main memory, operating systems store virtual memory data on disks. In a manner similar to transaction system buffer management, operating systems buffer regions of virtual memory in main memory in order to minimize access times. Unlike transaction systems, virtual memory does not provide persistence. Because operating systems view transaction systems as normal clients of virtual memory, transaction system buffers are in virtual memory, thus potentially violating the transaction system's assumption that buffer memory is always efficient to access. Thus transaction systems conflict with operating systems over the control of memory management.

Transaction systems can resolve this conflict by running on dedicated server machines. System administrators control the workload on servers to ensure that the total amount of virtual memory used by applications and the transaction buffer manager does not exceed the main memory of the machine. When the amount of virtual memory can be accommodated in main memory the virtual memory system does not need to perform buffer management, thus the transaction system's buffers are always in main memory.

Transaction systems are increasingly being used outside the server environment: on client machines or personal computers on users' desktops. On desktop machines applications are not as carefully controlled, so the virtual memory system can cause transaction buffer pages to reside on disk. Thus the techniques previously used in server-based trans-
action systems are no longer an efficient solution to the conflict between transaction systems and operating system virtual memory.

This chapter explores the conflicting memory management demands of transaction systems and virtual memory. It first describes the transaction properties and the memory management techniques — buffering and logging — used to implement them. Then it describes operating system virtual memory management and the variety of ways a transaction system’s buffering and logging can interact with virtual memory. This chapter concludes by summarizing the interaction between buffer management and virtual memory for a number of transaction systems and their underlying operating systems.

3.1 Transaction Properties

Transactions are a formalization of the intuitive notion of “all or nothing” modifications to important data. For example, a bank wants its account data to be accurate in the presence of power failures, system crashes, as well as simultaneous activity to a single account. Transactions have been key components of a wide variety of distributed systems. The designers of these systems have found transactions to be invaluable toward making their designs tractable, correct and efficient. The properties provided by transaction systems are summarized by the “ACID” mnemonic [Haerder & Reuter 83]. These properties are:

- **Atomicity.** Transactions are delimited by `begin_transaction` and `commit` statements. When `commit` has successfully completed, the actions performed during the transaction are installed all at once. If the system fails or if the transaction is manually aborted, none of the transaction’s changes are made.

- **Consistency.** As long as the other properties hold, consistency is guaranteed by the applications themselves performing only valid manipulations of the data. An example of an inconsistent transaction would be a bank transfer where $20 was deducted from a client’s account, but $40 was dispensed from a cash machine.

- **Isolation.** In the presence of multiple concurrent transactions, potentially attempting to modify the same data, a transaction system must assure that the
results are equivalent to some sequential ordering of the same actions. This notion is formally referred to as the *serializable* property.

- **Durability.** The state of a correct transaction system is preserved across a defined set of failures. Durability is implemented by saving the state of committed transactions to stable (i.e., failure-resistant) storage. *Persistence* is the non-mnemonically convenient name for this property.

The transaction system controls the accesses and updates to the database contents in order to provide the transaction properties. The core components of a transaction system are the transaction manager, the log manager, the buffer manager and the lock manager. The transaction manager coordinates the actions of the other components to implement transactions. The transaction system’s *recovery mechanism* is provided by a combination of the buffer manager and the log manager, which together are responsible for ensuring that database contents can be restored to a transaction-consistent state after a failure (i.e. a state that obeys the ACID properties). This rest of this chapter addresses the interaction between the transaction system’s recovery mechanism and the underlying operating system.

### 3.2 Buffer and Log Management in Transaction Systems

The durability requirement of transaction systems implies that data is kept on *stable storage*. Magnetic disks are the medium most often used as stable storage. The time required to access data on today’s disks is between 5 and 8 milliseconds. This is five orders of magnitude slower than the time required to access main memory (approximately 50 nanoseconds). Therefore transaction systems buffer frequently used data in main memory, where it can be accessed much more efficiently. In doing so, the time spent to read data from disk is amortized over the number of accesses to that data.

Handling updates in a transactional manner complicates buffer management; both atomicity and durability can be compromised by buffering data without taking extra mea-
sures. Atomicity can be violated by buffer management mechanisms that can write portions of uncommitted transactions to the database. If transaction modifications are buffered, durability can be violated because main memory buffers generally do not survive software or hardware failures.¹

The combination of buffer management and logging provide the durability and atomicity transaction properties. The rest of this section describes buffer and log management and the interactions between the two.

3.2.1 Buffer Management Alternatives

The goal of the buffer manager is to keep frequently accessed data in memory buffers. The amount of data stored in a database usually greatly exceeds the amount of memory in most machines. Even though the amount of memory available in desktop machines is growing, the sizes of the databases users wish to access remain larger than memory sizes, and appear to be growing at least as fast. As a result, once buffer memory is consumed, the buffer manager must remove data from the buffer to accommodate new requests. The policy used to choose what data to be removed is the buffer manager’s replacement policy. If the data being replaced has not been modified, or if modifications have been saved in auxiliary storage, data can be replaced from the buffer by simply overwriting it with new data to be buffered. If the data has been modified, however, the buffer manager must save the modifications somewhere before replacing the data, and must remember to retrieve the modified data upon subsequent requests. How these buffer management actions interact with transaction processing are summarized by their “steal” and “force” characteristics.

¹ The Rio file cache [Chen et al. 96] demonstrates a method of improving the durability of DRAM buffers across software failures, which may be sufficient for some applications. This could be used to greatly improve the performance of transaction systems, though more experience with the technique is needed.
Steal vs. no steal

Steal and no steal buffer managers differ in how they interact with the database's before image on stable storage during buffer replacement. The before image is the database contents before the modifications of any uncommitted transactions. A steal buffer manager can, at buffer replacement time, overwrite the before image with uncommitted transaction modifications. In this case the transaction manager must ensure the before image can be recreated (e.g. with information about how to undo the modification) in the event of a transaction abort or a system failure. The alternative buffer management policy, no-steal, ensures that the before image remains in the database until the transaction commits. A no steal buffer manager can be implemented by either pinning the modified data in buffers for the duration of the transaction (i.e., making them ineligible for replacement for that duration), or by diverting pageouts to a temporary region of stable storage.

The steal policy has a number of advantages over no steal in most environments. In a no steal buffer manager, when buffer replacement is unavoidable, the writes of modified pages to a temporary area (resulting from page replacement) do not contribute toward the total number of disk writes required to commit a transaction, because the commit procedure must perform the modifications to the database or to the log. In contrast, buffer replacement in a steal buffer manager updates the database itself, which may obviate some of the updates to the database during commit. A no steal buffer manager may instead pin modified data in the buffer. Pinning data limits the amount of data a transaction can modify to the amount of data that can fit in the buffer, which can be unacceptable. Further, as the amount of pinned data grows, the proportion of the buffer that can be used to buffer newly accessed data shrinks. This constraint on the buffer replacement policy results in reduced buffer hit rates which reduces performance. Figure 3.1 depicts an example of buffer replacement for steal and no steal buffer managers.

Force vs. no force

The force characteristics of a buffer manager determine what happens to the database when the transaction commits. At commit time, a force policy updates the database with
**Figure 3.1: Buffer replacement for steal vs. no steal buffer management.**

In this example, the database pages $d_1$, $d_3$ and $d_5$ are buffered by buffer pages $B_1$, $B_2$ and $B_3$ respectively. An access to an unbuffered database page (e.g., $d_4$) would be a buffer miss. Since the buffer is full, the buffer manager would choose a buffer page to replace. If the chosen page (e.g., $B_3$) has been modified, a steal buffer manager writes the data back to the database at position $d_5$. A no steal buffer manager writes the data to a temporary area, leaving the before image of $d_5$ in the database. After the data is written, or if the data had not been modified, the $B_3$ buffer page can be used to buffer $d_4$ by reading $d_4$ from the database into $B_3$ and associating the buffer page with the database page’s location in the application.
the transaction's modifications. A *no force* policy does not update the database itself, but rather stores the transaction's modifications in a log record. Figure 3.2 describes the operation of *commit* for force and no force buffer managers. Since modifications are not written directly to the database, as transactions proceed the current contents of the database diverge from the database image on stable storage. This means that to satisfy a buffer miss, the transaction system must first read the database image, then apply the updates to the data from the log. Recovery time is similarly delayed by long logs. Both operations can take time proportional to the length of the log. The system can bound the size of the log by periodically recording the locations of the transaction-consistent copies of all database objects. This operation is called *checkpointing* the database.

The steal and force characteristics of a transaction system summarize how the buffer manager handles pageout and commit, respectively. A system could implement any combination of steal and force for its buffer management. However, since data is made persistent at different times in each policy (e.g., a no force buffer manager does not update the database at *commit*), the transaction system needs to maintain auxiliary storage to provide the transaction properties. This storage is managed by the logging manager, which is described in the next section.

### 3.2.2 Log Management Alternatives

The task of the buffer manager — to keep frequently used data in fast but volatile memory — can be at odds with the atomicity and durability properties of a transaction system. The log manager is the component of a transaction system that stores the auxiliary data required to provide atomicity and durability in the presence of buffering. The design decisions made for buffer management influence the types of logging information required. Logs can contain the information required to undo a modification, to redo a modification, or both. The information kept in the log may describe the operation performed (operational logging), or the values of the data before or after the operation (value log-
Finally, for value logging systems, the granularity of logging — the amount of data

![Diagram: Transaction commit for force vs. no force buffer management.]

In this example, the database pages \( d_1 \), \( d_3 \) and \( d_5 \) are again buffered by buffer pages \( B_1 \), \( B_2 \) and \( B_3 \) respectively. The application has modified objects on \( d_3 \) and \( d_5 \). In order to atomically commit the modifications to stable storage, a force buffer management policy must first save undo information (e.g., to the log), then updates the database directly. A no force buffer management policy reflects updates only to the log, by saving redo information. In the no force case, buffer misses are more complex to satisfy: the buffer manager fetches the page from the database, then applies all of the redo information affecting the fetched page. No force buffer managers can bound the amount of work required for installation reads by periodically checkpointing the database, which collects on disk a more recent state of the database.
in each log entry — may be the same size as a buffer page, or may correspond to the amount of data modified by the transaction.

**Undo vs. redo logging**

The type of information logged (undo vs. redo) is affected by the choice of buffer management policy. For example, a steal buffer manager requires that undo information be saved to stable storage before buffer replacement can occur. This is because the buffer manager may modify the before image before a transaction has committed. A no steal buffer manager removes this requirement, but incurs the disadvantages associated with the no steal policy. In addition to the choice of steal vs. no steal, the force attributes of the buffer manager impacts logging. A no force buffer manager requires that redo information is kept, because at transaction commit, a no force buffer manager does not update the database. Therefore the transaction’s modifications must be stored in the log. Using a force buffer manager removes this requirement for redo log information. From the constraints described in this section, it may seem that a no steal, force buffer manager requires no logging information at all. The constraints of implementing atomic commit, however, do require logging information even with a no steal, force buffer manager. This is because the commit procedure must atomically perform a series of modifications to the database. Since a series of modifications is not an atomic operation, some form of redo or undo information must be on stable storage before the commit operation can modify the database.

**Operational vs. value logging**

One type of information that may be stored in a log is a description of the operation performed by the transaction. This has the advantage that a single operation description may be enough to represent both undo and redo information. For example, the description “move $20 from account x to y” says how to redo the transaction, and also provides enough information to undo the transaction. One disadvantage of operational logging is that *each* operation within a transaction must be logged. Long-running transactions that
modify the same data repeatedly may write more information using operational logging than if all of the operations were summarized in one log entry. In addition, the logging system must be aware of the semantics of the operations being logged, which requires significant support from the application or the language system.

The alternative to operational logging is value logging. Value logging ignores the semantics of the operations and instead deals with the contents of the database before and after the transaction. A value undo log is the set of before images of any data modified within the transaction. Similarly, a value redo log is the state of the data after it has been modified. One advantage of value logging is that it can succinctly capture the effect of a large number of operations to the same data. One disadvantage of value logging is that undo and redo information must be gathered separately. Another disadvantage is that a value logging system must choose the amount of data to save in each log record, and this choice involves a number of trade-offs.

Logging granularity

Transaction systems that use value logging must choose the granularity of logging — the amount of data stored in each log record. Using the same granularity as the buffer manager allows the buffer manager to implement logging, which can simplify the system considerably. However, using buffer pages as the logging granularity may result in significant amounts of logging activity for unmodified data. The alternative is to use fine-grain logging. Fine-grain logging systems adjust the amount of data logged according to the amount of data modified by the transaction. Fine-grain logging can be done at many levels of a transaction system. The buffer manager can perform page differencing [White & DeWitt 94], the language can incorporate logging information within modifications [Liskov et al. 94], specialized hardware support can be used to gather sub-page grain update information [Chang & Mergen 88], or the programmer can manually bracket modifications with logging directives [Satya et al. 94]. The designers of systems that utilize
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2. Some types of operations cannot be undone (such as dispensing cash at an ATM, raising a traffic barrier, etc.). In these cases, the operation is performed as a part of the commit action.
page-grain logging [Lamb et al. 91] justify their decision by stating that careful clustering of objects within a page results in little wasted logging activity. Clustering gathers objects that are likely to be modified together on to the same page. Clustering can be very effective for specific workloads, but other operations on the same data may benefit from different clustering patterns, which can decrease its overall effectiveness.

**Write-ahead logging vs. shadowing**

The logging techniques discussed so far in this section have all been variants of *write-ahead logging*. Write-ahead logging refers to the technique of writing, to the log on stable storage, the information required to redo and/or undo a modification before modifying the database itself. In value logging systems, this undo information is just a copy of the data already in stable storage in the database itself. Shadow files are an alternative to write-ahead logging that avoids the need to write undo log information by preserving the original page of the database on stable storage until the transaction commits. Unlike force, no steal buffer management, shadow files remove the need for logging in order to implement atomic commit. Figure 3.3 shows how atomic metadata updates are used to atomically install transaction modifications.

The main advantage of shadow files is that they obviate undo logging. For some workloads this results in a great reduction in writes to stable storage. However, the shadow file approach has two significant disadvantages. First, it is inherently page-grained; therefore it is not well suited for situations where page granularity is inefficient. Second, even if page granularity is not a problem, as updates occur the shadow technique can scatter the database between the two files. This defeats inter-page clustering optimizations, and can result in significant performance degradation [Mohan et al. 92].
3.3 Transaction Buffer Management and Virtual Memory

This section discusses how transaction system buffer management interacts with virtual memory in the presence of paging. First, we describe how virtual memory works and compare it to transaction system buffer management described in Section 3.2.1. Then we describe three ways existing transaction system buffer managers interact with virtual memory.

3.3.1 Virtual Memory Buffer Management

Virtual memory is the memory service provided by most modern operating systems. It manages the physical memory of a machine to buffer the data being used by all of the applications on that machine. The task of virtual memory is similar to that of a transaction system buffer manager: to use a limited amount of memory to buffer a potentially much larger amount of data. Transaction systems can use virtual memory as a buffer manager, when combined with a lock manager and log manager. As described in Section 3.2.2, the type of logging information required depends on the steal attributes of the buffer manager.

As a component of a transaction system, virtual memory can implement either steal or no steal buffer management. No steal buffer management is provided when the application uses the filesystem to read the contents of a database (or file) into virtual memory. By default, the virtual memory system uses its own paging file as the storage for buffer replacement. Since buffer replacement causes data to be written to the paging file rather than the database file, in this case it implements no steal buffer management. When the application first reads the database into virtual memory, all of the virtual memory buffers are dirty (i.e., modified with respect to the virtual memory system), thus the virtual memory system must write each such page to its paging file the first time it is replaced from the buffer.

Virtual memory systems can also provide steal buffer management, using mapped files. Mapped files originated in Atlas [Kilburn et al. 62] and were central in the design of
Figure 3.3: Operation of commit in a shadow file transaction system.

This example shows a database file, its shadow file, and the metadata. The metadata describes which pages from each file comprise the current state of the database. The buffers have been omitted for clarity. Before the transaction commits, the metadata consists of pointers to pages \([D_1, D_2, D_3, D_4, D_5]\). The application has modified data of pages \(d_3\) and \(d_5\) of the database. The commit procedure first writes the new data to the shadow file locations for those pages: \(S_3\) and \(S_5\). The commit completes by atomically updating the metadata to consist of \([D_1, D_2, S_3, D_4, S_5]\). The shadow vs. database status of each page toggles after each transaction, so a subsequent modification to \(d_3\) would first write the data to \(D_3\), then update the metadata to consist of \([D_1, D_2, D_3, D_4, S_5]\).
Multics [Bensoussan et al. 69]. When an application maps a database into its virtual memory, it can access that memory just as if it had read it from the filesystem. Since the buffer management of mapped files is steal, however, modifications to that memory are written back to the database whenever the virtual memory system replaces a dirty (i.e., modified) page. In contrast to using virtual memory as a steal buffer manager, fetched pages of mapped files are not dirty to the virtual memory system, so they do not have to be written during replacement unless they have been modified by the application. The remainder of this section discusses various ways transaction system buffer management can interact with virtual memory as both a steal and no steal buffer manager.

3.3.2 Using Virtual Memory as a No Steal Buffer Manager

The simplest interaction between virtual memory and transaction system buffer management, taken by systems such as Texas [Singhal et al. 92], Thor [Liskov et al. 94] and RVM [Satya et al. 94], is to use virtual memory as a no steal buffer management system. Since all buffer pages start out dirty when virtual memory is used as a no steal buffer manager, the first buffer replacement of each page requires a write to the paging file. These writes add wasted traffic to the disk and memory systems which are usually already the performance bottlenecks. When the amount of data accessed does not cause paging, however, this is a fairly efficient solution because lack of paging results in no wasted writes. The buffer manager may choose to use force or no force, depending on the type of logging used.

Commercial transaction systems do not adopt this approach because they need to support accesses to databases that are much larger than memory, which would result in large numbers of extraneous writes to the paging file. For example, a read-only access of an entire database that is ten times larger than memory would cause 90% of the database to be written to the paging file. Furthermore, since the paging file is a bounded system resource, this approach limits the amount of data that can be accessed by a single application to be less than the size of the paging file. Finally, transaction system designers have found that traditional virtual memory replacement policies can be inefficient for some
access patterns. In particular, many relational database structures are accessed sequentially, and traditional virtual memory replacement policies, which assume temporal access locality,\textsuperscript{3} perform poorly with such access patterns. In the next section we describe the technique that current transaction systems use to avoid these problems.

\subsection*{3.3.3 The Buffer Pool Approach: Bypassing Virtual Memory}

To avoid the problems associated with buffering the database in unbounded amounts of virtual memory, commercial transaction systems use the buffer pool technique to attempt to bypass virtual memory. The transaction system first determines how much memory to use for the database buffer. It handles accesses to unbuffered data by reading the data from the file into a free page of the buffer pool, and referring the application to the buffered data.\textsuperscript{4} When the free list is exhausted, the buffer manager uses its replacement policy in the buffer pool.

The buffer pool approach gives the buffer manager control over page size, data placement, replacement policy, prefetching, and the choices between steal and no-steal and between force and no force buffer management. On dedicated server machines this is an effective buffer management technique. Using a buffer pool limits the amount of virtual memory used to buffer the database. As long as the total virtual memory consumed on the machine can be accommodated by the available physical memory, no virtual memory paging occurs, thus the virtual memory system is bypassed. Administrators of transaction system servers carefully manage the applications running on the server to ensure this condition.

On desktop machines, however, applications are not so carefully controlled, so the virtual memory system can cause buffer pages to be paged out. This results in double paging.

\textsuperscript{3} Temporal access locality means that once a data is accessed the first time, it will be accessed repeatedly in a short amount of time. Replacement policies tailored for temporal access locality give recently accessed pages priority over less recently accessed pages.

\textsuperscript{4} There are a large number of ways the buffer manager can provide a buffer page to the application — it may map the buffer page into the application’s address space, or use software indirection to refer accesses to buffered data. To allow buffer replacement, any chosen method must allow pages to be revoked.
— two layers of buffer management that are simultaneously active and oblivious to each other. Figure 3.4 presents an example of double paging and describes why double paging reduces performance. Where memory competition is unavoidable, such as on desktop machines, transaction system buffer managers must cooperate with virtual memory in order to avoid double paging and its resulting performance degradation.

3.3.4 Cooperation Between Transaction Buffer Management and Virtual Memory

A number of transaction systems have solved the double paging problem by integrating their buffer management with virtual memory. These systems have supported both steal and no steal buffer management.

Virtual Memory Support for Buffer Pools

Many operating systems provide memory-critical applications — such as transaction systems — with control over whether individual pages of virtual memory should be considered during replacement decisions. This allows transaction systems that use virtual memory as a no steal buffer manager to avoid double paging by pinning the buffer pool in physical memory (i.e., making buffer pages unavailable for replacement). Pinning buffer memory prevents double paging but results in added pressure on memory, since there are fewer pages available to buffer data. The buffer manager can reduce this effect by sizing its buffer pool to be a small fraction of available memory, but this results in unnecessarily poor performance in times of light competition for memory. Therefore this approach is best used on server machines as an added measure to prevent double paging.

Even with operating system support, there are two problems with the buffer pool approach in the presence of virtual memory paging. The first problem is that buffer pools in virtual memory provide no steal buffer management, which is inefficient in the presence of frequent page replacement. The transaction system may perform steal buffer management of its buffers, but when the virtual memory system replaces pages, its writes go to the
Figure 3.4: Double paging between a transaction system buffer pool and virtual memory

In this example the transaction system buffer pool is in virtual memory. Database pages $d_1$, $d_3$, and $d_5$ are buffered in virtual memory pages $B_1$, $B_2$, and $B_3$. At time $t_1$ the virtual memory system replaces page $M_3$, writing its data to paging storage. At time $t_2$ the buffer manager receives a request from the application for page $d_4$. The buffer manager attempts to satisfy the request by reading $d_4$ from the database into buffer $B_3$. Since $B_3$ is not resident, the read operation causes a virtual memory page fault. At time $t_3$, the virtual memory system satisfies the page fault by reading $M_3$’s data from paging storage. At time $t_4$, the buffer read resumes, and overwrites $B_3$ with the contents of $d_4$. The oblivious operation of two levels of buffer management (the transaction system’s and virtual memory’s) results in a wasted disk read (at time $t_3$) on the critical path of satisfying the application’s request for data.
paging file. Writes to the paging file do not contribute to the writes required to commit the transaction, which need to be either to the database or to the log. Thus the writes performed by the virtual memory system only add to the total writes required to commit the transaction. The second problem is that each time a buffer pool reads data into a buffer page, that page is considered to be dirty by the virtual memory system. This results in writes to the paging file any time the virtual memory system needs to replace buffer pool pages. Both of these problems are addressed by integrating the virtual memory system with transaction system buffer management.

**Integrating Transaction System Buffer Management with Virtual Memory Management**

As described in Section 3.3.1, mapped files are an interface to virtual memory that provides steal buffer management. Section 3.2.2 described why steal buffer management requires undo information (either in a log or a shadow file). Unfortunately, current virtual memory systems do not collect undo information. Undo logging can be implemented at the application or language level, but those approaches rely on support that was not required by the buffer pool approach. Requiring support from applications burdens programmers with the need to correctly insert transaction directives. Relying on language or compiler support reduces the portability of client applications and constrains programmers’ choice of languages. This approach is also ill-suited to language-heterogeneous applications. The rest of this section describes a variety of operating systems that provide language-independent support for implementing transactions in mapped memory.

Computer system vendors have designed custom hardware and operating systems specifically to efficiently support transaction buffer management. The IBM CPR operating system [Chang & Mergen 88] on the 801 processor is an example of this approach. The CPR system uses the 801’s support for fine-grained redo logging and controls all of the system’s memory management, thus avoiding double paging. CPR’s choice of redo logging necessitates no steal buffer management, however, which reduces its efficiency during frequent buffer replacement.
An alternative approach, used by TABS [Spector et al. 85], Camelot [Spector 91], Bubba [Boral et al. 90], and DB2 [Crus 84], is to provide support for transaction buffer management in customized operating systems that run on commodity hardware. A technique developed in the TABS prototype and refined in the Mach operating system is to extend the virtual memory system by providing an external memory management (XMM) interface [Young 89] to applications that have special virtual memory needs. The Camelot distributed transaction system uses Mach's XMM interface to integrate its buffer management with virtual memory. The XMM interface allows Camelot to control the source of data for page faults, and the destination of data during page replacement. Camelot uses this facility to implement a pageable no steal buffer manager by directing pageouts of dirty data to a temporary file until transactions commit.

Transaction system designers have not been able to use these research results in commercial products because they either rely on hardware support (e.g., CPR/801 [Chang & Mergen 88]), or operating system modifications (e.g., Camelot [Spector 91], Mach [Rashid et al. 89], TABS [Spector et al. 85], Bubba [Boral et al. 90], and DB2 [Cheng et al. 84]) that are not available in commercial operating systems such as Unix, Windows, DOS or MacOS.

### 3.4 Summary of Existing Systems

Table 3.1 summarizes the buffer and log management decisions of a number of existing transaction systems. The table describes the granularity of logging information (either page grain or finer than page grain), the type of recovery information stored (redo, undo, or shadow), the type of buffer management used (steal vs. no steal and force vs. no force), and finally, whether transaction buffer management is integrated with virtual memory.

The top half of the table represent systems that are not integrated with virtual memory. Most of these systems derive their recovery mechanism from the ARIES system [Mohan et al. 92], which innovated write-ahead redo/undo-logging with orthogonal granularity for logging and locking. ARIES' design provides a choice of steal or no steal buffer management. The granularity of logging is usually finer than page-grain in ARIES-derived sys-
tems, but the mechanisms for achieving this vary. For example, QuickStore [White & DeWitt 94] computes differences between before-images and after-images of modified data to achieve fine-grained redo logging information. Because it does not log undo information, QuickStore’s buffer management is no steal. Thor uses information gathered from the compiler to generate its redo logging information. ObjectStore, on the other hand, gathers page-grain undo logging information from reference and modify events provided to the logging manager by the buffer manager. POMS [Cockshot et al. 84] does not use write-ahead log based recovery at all, but rather provides recovery by using the shadow file technique.

Table 3.1: The log and buffer management decisions of transaction systems

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>System</th>
<th>Log grain</th>
<th>Recovery Information</th>
<th>Integrated w/ OS VM</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Page</td>
<td>Fine</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ARIES</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>QuickStore</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thor</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ObjectStore</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>POMS</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>System R</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>801/CPR</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BubbaOS</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TABS</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Camelot</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The bottom half of the table represents systems that integrate transaction buffer management with virtual memory. IBM’s System R [Gray et al. 81] includes a custom operating system with a shadow file recovery mechanism to integrate recovery with virtual memory. Since System R uses shadow files instead of logging, commit consists of forcing modified pages to stable storage, then atomically updating the metadata to reflect the modifications. The designers of the recovery mechanism for the 801/CPR system claimed that System R’s use of shadow files results in decreased performance due to loss of clustering.
The CPR system instead uses cache-line grain (128 bytes) redo information provided by the 801 hardware to implement recovery. BubbaOS is a prototype operating system designed to provide virtual memory support for no steal buffer management.

All of the non-integrated transaction systems are no steal with respect to virtual memory paging. Even a system that performs steal buffer management in its buffer pool (e.g. ARIES), is no steal when the virtual memory system replaces a buffer pool page, because virtual memory writes those pages to its paging file rather than the database. As discussed in Section 3.3.1, this situation results in double paging, which greatly decreases performance. Some of the systems use special support from the operating system to prevent double paging by pinning buffer pool pages in memory during transactions. This solution eliminates double paging, but still provides no steal buffer management. To date, all of the systems that provide steal buffer management that is integrated with virtual memory use shadow file based recovery mechanisms instead of write-ahead logging. Unfortunately, the shadow file mechanism causes the database to lose any optimized disk clustering, which has been found to significantly degrade performance [Mohan et al. 92].

The next chapter describes the additional issues and trade-offs related to implementing transaction buffer management in single-level storage systems.
Chapter 4

Transaction Recovery in
Single-level Storage Systems

Single-level storage systems provide the convenient abstraction of persistent memory that is as large as secondary storage and as fast as main memory. The Atlas system’s single-level store [Kilburn et al. 68] inspired modern mapped files, which were first provided by Multics [Bensoussan et al. 69]. The key attribute of a single-level storage system is a uniform interface to data, regardless of its location in the memory hierarchy. Mapped files present this interface in an environment that coexists with other interfaces to persistent data that provide explicit data movement operations (e.g., filesystems’ read and write interface to persistent data). In contrast, single-level stores and mapped files provide an implicit interface to persistent data. The storage manager reads and writes data invisibly to the application, in response to the application’s memory accesses. By using a single-level store, application-writers can unify the code that deals with volatile and persistent data structures, as well as eliminate the often complex conversion between in-memory data formats and their on-disk counterparts.
Various extensions to single-level stores have broadened the scope of uniform addressing from local persistent storage to a local network or beyond (e.g., Opal [Chase et al. 92], Monads [Rosenberg 92] and Hemlock [Garrett et al. 92]) and added new semantics such as fine-grained protection (e.g., Psyche [Scott et al. 90], Opal, PA-RISC [HP 90] and the PLB [Koldinger et al. 92]). These extensions have improved the utility, robustness and performance of single-level stores. The development of persistent object storage systems and object-oriented databases in the mid 1980's provided the benefits of transactions in single-level storage environments (e.g., POMS [Cockshot et al. 84], GemStone [Maier & Stein 86], and ObjectStore [Lamb et al. 91]).

One of the main benefits of single-level stores is that they provide the opportunity to integrate transaction systems' buffer management with virtual memory. Such integration provides several previously described benefits, including more efficient access to persistent data, and easier data sharing [Shekita & Zwilling 92, Eppinger 89, Chase 95]. As described in Section 3.3, integrating transaction buffer management with virtual memory also improves performance in memory-competitive environments by avoiding double paging.

The most serious drawback of single level stores is that their implicit interface hinders applications that want to control data movement, such as transaction system recovery managers. For example, a system that maps a single level store (e.g., using a mapped file) cannot control when modifications are written to the store, nor where they are written. Because of this limitation, none of the existing commercial object-oriented database systems' transaction buffer managers are implemented on top of the single-level storage interface provided by mapped files. Instead, these systems implement the single-level storage interface provided to their clients using buffer pool buffer management and the filesystem's explicit interface to data.

Single-level stores implemented with buffer pool transaction managers sacrifice one of the main benefits of the single-level storage structure: avoiding double paging by integrating buffer management with virtual memory. Research operating systems have addressed this problem by providing the additional support required to implement transactions in a single-level store [Chew et al. 93, Spector 91, Boral et al. 90]. These systems provide an
auxiliary interface that provides explicit control over the single level store’s data movement. Unfortunately, commercial object-oriented databases cannot take advantage of these techniques because their client applications need to run in commercial operating system environments.

This chapter describes some of the issues and trade-offs that affect log and buffer management in a transactional single-level storage system. Section 4.1 describes important attributes of single-level storage systems. Section 4.2 describes the interactions between single-level stores and transaction logging and buffer management. Section 4.3 summarizes the issues discussed in this chapter, and describes the motivation for the design of a new recovery mechanism for a single level store that we present in Chapter 5.

4.1 Attributes of Single-level Stores

The attributes of single-level stores that most affect their implementation are transparent persistence, the size of the store, and the implicit interface to persistent data. This section describes each of these aspects and discusses some of the implementation alternatives for addressing each of them.

4.1.1 Transparent Persistence

One of the primary benefits of a single-level store is transparent persistence — the ability for applications to manipulate data structures without regard to whether they are volatile or persistent. Single-level storage systems can provide varying degrees of transparency to programmers. For example, some systems automatically determine which objects are persistent via reachability from a persistent “root” (e.g., POMS). In these reachability-based systems, after specifying the persistent root, the programmer can be totally oblivious to the persistent status of objects because it is managed by the system. Another approach is to require that persistence be specified at an object’s allocation time (e.g., RVM, Opal) by providing both persistent and volatile memory regions from which objects can be allocated. Systems such as the reachability- and allocation-based systems, which allow code
to be independent of the persistence of objects it operates upon, are said to provide orthogonal persistence [Cockshott et al. 84, Maier & Stein 86]. An alternative is to make persistence be an attribute of type [Carey et al. 86], but this does not provide orthogonal persistence (i.e., programmers have to define separate classes and methods for persistent and volatile objects that are otherwise identical). Systems that define persistence by reachability require support from the language or compiler, because determining object reachability requires a high degree of knowledge about types and object layout. In contrast, systems that define persistence at allocation time permit the storage manager to be ignorant of object storage details, thus avoiding dependence upon a particular language system.

4.1.2 Size of the Store

On 32-bit machines an address space spans 4 gigabytes. The inevitable loss of some of that address space to the application’s code and volatile memory regions, the operating system, etc., significantly limits the size of single-level stores that use machine-native pointers as object references. Swizzling was devised in order to overcome this limitation [Singhal et al. 92]. A swizzling persistent object store can have an arbitrarily long “persistent name” for an object. An object’s persistent name could be translated to its location in the buffer upon each reference, but doing this would severely reduce performance. Instead, a swizzling system replaces the persistent names of buffered objects with their addresses in the buffer. Subsequent accesses occur as fast as a normal pointer traversal. ObjectStore, QuickStore and Texas are examples of swizzling persistent object systems.

In the early 1990’s, the size of virtual addresses in many microprocessors increased from 32 to 64 bits. These “wide address space” processors are available from Digital [Sites 92], Hewlett-Packard [HP 90], IBM [Sys/38], and more are introduced regularly. For all but the most wide-ranging address spaces, these processors can obviate swizzling because 64 bits is sufficient to address all of the magnetic disks likely to ever be made. It is certainly sufficient for a local area network, which is the scope of tightly-collaborative applications that persistent object systems most often support [Zdonik & Maier 90]. Other
architectural advances, such as inverted page tables [HP 90, Kane & Heinrich 92, Mot 93, Talluri et al. 95], have contributed to making direct support of wide, sparse address spaces feasible and efficient. Using machine-native pointers as object references has many advantages, which were thoroughly explored in the Opal project [Chase 95]. In addition to avoiding the overheads of swizzling, using machine pointers as object references allows clients on the same machine to share buffers. In contrast, in order to share buffered data in a swizzling system, each application that potentially wants to share data with another would have to coordinate the placement of swizzled data. The complexity added by this constraint has meant that all swizzling systems as of 1996 [Singhal et al. 92, Lamb et al. 91, White & DeWitt 94] maintain private swizzled buffer pools for each application on a machine. Thus, in these systems, each application accessing the same data has its own private copy of the data in its buffer.

4.1.3 Memory Interface to Application Objects

Explicit interfaces to persistent data, such as provided by filesystems and relational databases, require that applications call procedures to save and fetch data to and from persistent storage. In contrast, single-level stores provide an implicit interface to persistent data, in which load and store operations on application objects in memory are automatically satisfied by the underlying system.

The most general form of data structures in a single-level store are graphs: nodes are application objects and edges are references between them. Applications operate on these data structures by traversing the intra-object references and manipulating the contents of objects. Therefore the efficiency of traversal, data access, and manipulation are crucial for good performance. Because of this requirement, many persistent object systems — including Camelot, Cricket, ObjectStore, QuickStore, µDatabase [Buhr et al. 92] and BubbaOS — provide applications with memory-mapped access to database buffers.¹ Mapping buff-

¹ Mapping buffers provides an implicit interface to persistent data, but it does not integrate buffer management with virtual memory — these systems still manage private buffer pools.
ers into an application’s address space allows applications to access and modify objects as well as traverse references by using machine-native memory operations. The alternative — taken by POMS, Objectivity, GemStone, and Thor — is to add a layer of indirection between an application’s accesses and the underlying buffers. The most common way to achieve this is by overriding the dereference operation to interpose buffer management code. Adding this layer of indirection increases the system’s control during buffer misses and replacement, but at a significant cost to the performance of buffer hits, which are more critical for high performance in these systems’ workloads [Eppinger 89, Shekita & Zwill- ing 92, Lamb et al. 91]. In addition, the memory mapping approach enables — but does not automatically provide — integration with virtual memory. For example both Object-Store and QuickStore, which map database buffers into the application’s address space, are not integrated with virtual memory because their buffers are in the databases’ private buffer pools. As a result, these systems can suffer from double paging when competition for memory from other applications causes the virtual memory system to replace some of the database’s buffers.

4.2 Transaction Management in Single-level Stores

The implicit interface to persistent data provided by single-level stores presents challenges for implementing transaction recovery mechanisms. This section describes why the buffer management and logging components of a recovery mechanism are difficult to implement in a single-level store, and how previous systems have used special operating system support to overcome these difficulties.

4.2.1 Control Over Buffer Management in a Single-level Store

The aspect of buffer management that most affects the implementation of single-level storage systems is the trade-off between transaction manager control and virtual memory integration. As discussed in Section 3.2, a transaction system coordinates buffer management and logging in order to implement recovery. A persistent storage system may also wish to
control the buffer replacement policy in order to improve performance. For example, relational database researchers have devised replacement policies that greatly outperform standard virtual memory policies for some workloads (e.g., DBMIN [Chou & DeWitt 85]). All of the research and commercial single-level storage systems listed in Table 3.1 use traditional locality-based replacement policies, such as LRU or its approximations (e.g., clock [Corbato 69] or FIFO with second chance [Turner & Levy 81]). Thus the primary demonstrated need for buffer management control in a persistent object store results from the constraints of implementing recovery.

Managing a private buffer pool provides full control over buffering at the cost of reduced integration with virtual memory and the attendant problems of double paging. In contrast, mapping persistent data fully integrates buffer management with virtual memory by yielding all control over buffer management to the virtual memory system. A succession of research operating systems have provided control over some aspects of virtual memory buffer management to applications that require more control than is provided by virtual memory’s implicit interface. For example, Mach external pagers [Young 89], which were inspired by the operating system modifications required in the TABS system [Spector et al. 85], allow applications to control the source for fetching mapped data, and the destination for pageouts. This control is used by various systems to implement no steal transaction buffer management that is integrated with virtual memory (e.g., Cricket [Shekita & Zwilling 92] and Camelot [Spector 91]).

Some research systems provide control over virtual memory replacement policies [McNamee & Armstrong 89, Harty & Cheriton 92, Sechrest & Park 91], but these facilities have not yet been used to implement transaction recovery mechanisms. The high overheads of communication between applications and the virtual memory system incurred by these systems is being addressed by efforts to restructure operating systems to allow applications to directly manage their own virtual memory, either by linking application-specific code into the kernel, as in SPIN [Bershad et al. 94] and HiPEC [Lee et al. 94], or by pushing the implementation of virtual memory to user-level libraries where it can be modified by interested applications, as in Aegis [Engler et. al 95].
The additional control provided by research operating systems could be used to prevent double paging in a buffer pool system, by allowing a buffer manager to disallow page replacement for buffer pool pages [Chew & Silberschatz 92]. This approach could reduce or avoid double paging, but it would not provide the other benefits of integrated buffer management, such as more efficient access to persistent data and ease of sharing buffered data. Memory may also be less efficiently utilized by this approach because it is partitioned between the buffer pool and the virtual memory system, making it more difficult to effectively shift memory between them to adapt to varying demand [Ousterhout et al. 88, Nelson et al. 93].

4.2.2 Logging in a Single-level Store

Logging and buffer management combine to provide the recovery mechanism for a transaction system. The transparent persistence provided by single-level storage systems significantly constrains the methods of gathering logging information. Many systems gather logging information via hooks in a persistent programming language. This approach is taken by the Thor system's Argus language [Liskov 88], and by POMS with PS-Algo [Cockshott et al. 83]. Another approach is to integrate logging with buffer management. For example, QuickStore [White 94] keeps before-images of modified data in memory, and logging differences between them and the modified data at commit. A system that does not provide transparent logging is the Recoverable Virtual Memory system (RVM) [Satya et al. 94]. RVM applications must ensure that any data modifications within a transaction are preceded by calls to a set_range system primitive, which performs the logging. This approach could made transparent to programmers with language support to automatically insert the appropriate set_range calls. However, RVM requires large contiguous ranges to achieve high performance, and compiler support to achieve this without significant programmer direction has not yet emerged.
4.2.3 Operating System and Hardware Support

The degree of operating system support required by a single-level store’s recovery mechanism often involves a trade-off between performance and portability. Currently, all of the systems that integrate transaction buffer management with virtual memory do so by taking advantage of specialized features available only in research operating systems. For example, Camelot and Cricket both provide integrated buffer management by using the Mach operating system’s external pager facility to achieve no steal buffer management for mapped files (which normally provide steal buffer management). In addition to the performance drawbacks of no steal buffer management in a paging environment, these systems’ use of the external pager interface prevents designers from using their techniques in other operating system environments.\(^2\) Other systems implement transaction management in single-level storage systems by making custom modifications to the operating system [Boral et al. 90], relying on custom hardware [Cheriton & Duda 95, Herlihy & Moss 93], or both [Chang & Mergen 88]. In contrast, today’s systems that use commonly available features of hardware or operating systems do not integrate their transaction buffer management with virtual memory, resulting in double paging (and hence poor performance) in memory-competitive environments.

4.3 Discussion

This chapter described some implementation techniques that existing systems use to provide the key attributes of a single-level store: transparent persistence, a large store and a memory interface. We also discussed the difficulties of implementing transactions on top of a single-level storage interface, and described the special facilities provided by some research operating systems to support transactions in this environment.

At the beginning of this chapter we noted that commercial single-level storage systems do not have access to the research operating system facilities that enable transaction recov-

---

2. Even the operating systems derived from Mach, such as Digital Unix, NeXT’s OS and MkLinux have chosen not to provide the external pager interface.
ery in virtual memory-integrated single-level storage. As a result, these object-oriented
databases do not implement the single-level storage interface that they provide to their cli-
ents by using the single-level storage provided by the operating system (i.e., mapped files).
Instead, they implement private buffer pools on top of the explicit filesystem interface.
Because they are not integrated with virtual memory, these systems can suffer from double
paging in memory-competitive environments.

In the next chapter we describe a new recovery mechanism that supports single-level
stores that are integrated with virtual memory, enabling them to perform well in memory-
competitive environments. Further, this system uses facilities provided by commercial
operating systems, so it may be used by commercial application designers. Finally, it pro-
vides steal buffer management, unlike previous research integrated buffer managers,
which should further improve its performance in memory-competitive environments.
Chapter 5

A Recovery Mechanism for Single-level Storage Systems

This chapter describes the design and implementation of a recovery mechanism that fulfills a growing need: efficient transaction support for single-level storage systems in memory-competitive environments. This system, called user-level mmap_shadow (UMS), uses facilities provided by commercial operating systems to implement a steal/force transaction recovery policy that is integrated with virtual memory. Thus UMS combines the compatibility of today’s non-integrated systems with the high performance in memory-competitive environments of research systems that integrate transaction buffer management with virtual memory.

In Section 5.1 we describe the decisions made in the design of UMS to address the issues, described in Chapter 4, related to building a recoverable single-level storage system. Next, Section 5.2 describes the operating system requirements and the implementation of UMS. In Section 5.3 we describe a single-level storage interface, called the Recoverable Memory Service (RMS), that we built on top of UMS’s recovery mechanism.
Finally, Section 5.4 summarizes the benefits and attributes of UMS’s support for recovery in a single-level store.

5.1 Design Decisions for Recovery in a Single-level Store

Since RMS provides recovery in a single-level storage environment, it faces all of the challenges of such systems that were discussed in Chapter 4. As a single-level storage system, it must provide access to a large persistent store via a memory interface, and allow applications to manipulate persistent data in the same manner as volatile data. As a recovery mechanism in a single-level store, it must also coordinate logging with the operating system’s virtual memory buffer management. Finally, it must satisfy these criteria while meeting our goal of compatibility with commercial operating systems. This section summarizes the design features of UMS and RMS that address each of these issues.

Support for the Single-level Storage Interface

Single-level stores provide a memory interface to their clients. To achieve this, RMS provides persistent segments to which applications can attach, and subsequently access by referencing the segments’ memory locations. RMS implements the attach operation by mapping a file that stores the segment data into the client’s address space, thus the memory interface for reads is implemented by the virtual memory system. RMS persistent segments can coexist with volatile segments provided by a language runtime heap. This arrangement permits applications to create persistent or volatile objects of any type by specifying the segment from which the object is allocated. RMS does not control references between persistent and volatile objects, so applications must ensure that the objects referenced by a persistent object are also persistent (to avoid “dangling pointers” caused by pointing at volatile objects that subsequently disappear).

RMS takes advantage of the large address spaces provided by modern 64-bit processors to implement a single-level store without needing to swizzle persistent references into machine pointers to buffered data. This decision simplifies our implementation as well as
making it more efficient, by avoiding the run-time costs of swizzling. Finally, by avoiding swizzling, we are able to isolate the interaction between recovery management and virtual memory from the significant impact that swizzling has upon virtual memory management [Narasayya et al. 96].

Support for Recovery

Previous single-level stores that are integrated with virtual memory have used facilities such as Mach external pagers to provide no steal buffer management by diverting virtual memory pageouts to a temporary file during transactions. As we discussed in Chapter 3, no steal buffer management is not as efficient as steal buffer management in the presence of frequent buffer replacement. UMS provides steal buffer management for recovery in persistent segments by mapping segment files into clients’ address spaces with read-only protection. As we discussed in Section 3.2.2, steal buffer management requires that the log manager collect undo log information because a steal buffer manager can overwrite the before-images of data before a transaction is committed. UMS collects page-grain undo-logging information by using the “signal handler” facilities provided by commercial operating systems to write log records before each page can be modified. We describe the details of how UMS supports recovery in the next section.

5.2 The Design and Implementation of User-level mmap_shadow (UMS)

This section describes the design and implementation of a transaction system recovery mechanism, called user-level mmap_shadow (UMS), that provides write-ahead logging and steal buffer management that is integrated with virtual memory. Section 5.2.1 describes the operating system facilities required to implement UMS, and Section 5.2.2 shows how these facilities are used to maintain undo-logging information for updates in a single-level store.
5.2.1 Operating System Facilities Required by UMS

Previous transaction systems have provided efficient buffer management in memory-competitive environments by using special support provided by research operating systems. Since users want to run shrink-wrapped applications, their desktop machines run commercial operating systems instead of the customized operating systems that can be run on server machines. Therefore UMS implements buffer management using the following facilities that are provided by most commercial operating systems, yielding a transaction system that is both feasible and efficient in modern memory-competitive environments:

- *mapped files*. Mapped files are available in all current variants of Unix using the `mmap` system call. Similar functionality is available in Windows (95 and NT) [Custer 93], and will be available in Macintosh OS version 8.

- *virtual memory protection*. Most operating systems allow applications to control the access permission for regions of virtual memory. Virtual memory protection controls three actions: read, write, and execute. Some hardware does not allow some combinations (e.g., allowing execute but not read is uncommon). All that is required to implement UMS is the ability to specify between read/write and read-only permissions. When a write is attempted to read-only memory, the processor raises a protection-violation trap in the operating system, which forwards the trap to the UMS logging code via a software signal, described below. Applications can control virtual memory protection in Unix systems using the `mprotect` call. NT provides similar functionality with the `VirtualProtect` call.

- *software signal handlers*. These application-supplied procedures are invoked as a result of an operating system event, such as an attempt to write to a region of memory that has read-only protection. Unix applications provide signal handlers to the operating system using the `sigvec` system call. In NT, applications can define *exception handlers* to achieve a similar effect. In unprotected operat-
ing systems, such as Windows 3.1, Windows 95 and the Macintosh OS, this
functionality is often achieved by patching the operating system using "hooks"
provided for this purpose.

The next section describes how UMS uses these operating system facilities to gather
logging information for updates in a single-level store.

5.2.2 Implementation Details

We implemented UMS in Digital Unix as a link-library. A client attaches to the persistent
segment by calling the mmap_shad ow library routine, passing as arguments the file to be
mapped, the amount of data to be mapped, and the files to be used for the log and the
metadata. This call maps the database into the client's address space with read-only pro-
tection, and installs a write-protection violation signal handler. After the client has
attached, it can access the database as in a single-level store; by reading from and writing
to memory locations.

The operating system's virtual memory mechanism satisfies reads to mapped UMS
regions exactly as it would for a normal mapped file. Accesses to resident (i.e., buffered)
data are satisfied at full memory speed without any added overhead. Access to non-resi-
dent data results in a virtual memory fault which the operating system satisfies by reading
the page containing the data from the mapped file into the filesystem's buffer, and map-
ning that buffer into the application's address space. Our use of mapped memory avoids
the overhead of the memory copy from the filesystem's buffer to the transaction system's
buffer incurred by the buffer pool approach.

Writes to a UMS region result in a write-protection violation fault to the virtual mem-
ory system. Figure 5.1 shows the operation of the signal handler in response to write-pro-
tection violation signals. First, the signal handler writes the before-image of the page
about to be modified to the log file. It also maintains a metadata file that stores the associa-
tion of log file before images to database pages. Second, the handler synchronously
writes the log and the metadata to disk to ensure they are persistent before the virtual
1) synchronously write before-image to shadow log
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2) synchronously update metadata (metadata position $j$ says log position $j$ contains database page $i$'s before-image)

3) set protection to allow write (change mapping to read/write)

Figure 5.1: UMS write-fault processing for a fault on page $i$. 
memory system could possibly overwrite the database page. Third, once the disk writes are complete, the signal handler calls mprotect to enable writes to the page, and returns from the signal handler which causes the operating system to resume the application.

This protocol ensures that a before-image of a page is written to disk before the page can be modified by virtual memory pageouts. Thus a transaction can be aborted by copying each of the pages saved by the signal handler back to the database file.

UMS writes the log file sequentially to avoid the high cost of disk seeks. In addition, we place the metadata on a separate disk to prevent log writes and metadata writes from interfering with each other. We could embed metadata into the log file to achieve sequential writes with one fewer disk [Rosenblum & Ousterhout 91], at the cost of some implementation complexity.

The next section describes how we used the functionality provided by UMS to implement a recoverable single-level storage system.

5.3 The Recoverable Memory Service: A Transaction System Built on UMS

The recovery mechanism provided by UMS is sufficient to implement atomic and durable transactions, but it lacks the operations expected by clients of a transaction system (e.g., begin-transaction, commit, abort). We built the Recoverable Memory Service (RMS) on top of UMS to support applications and benchmarks that require a transaction system interface. This section describes the interface provided by RMS, and describes how it uses UMS to implement atomic transactions.

5.3.1 The Structure of RMS

RMS is a user-level library that is linked into client applications. The RMS library is modularly structured to allow us to experiment with different approaches to buffer management. The structure of RMS is shown in Figure 5.2.
The figure shows that the RMS library isolates the buffer management module from the application. This allowed us to replace the buffer management module without changing the application. The figure also shows that all three components of the application — RMS, its buffer management, and the application itself — are able to access the resources of the underlying operating system.

### 5.3.2 The RMS Interface

Table 3.1 presents the application programmer’s interface to RMS. Applications typically attach to the database during initialization (using `rms_attach`), then perform a series of transactions (delimited by `rms_begin_transaction` and `rms_commit`), and finally detach from the database (`rms_detach`) before exiting. Applications may cause a transaction to be aborted directly (`rms_abort`). Any uncommitted transactions are also aborted implicitly by the restore operation (`rms_restore`) after a system failure.
Table 5.1: RMS Application Programming Interface

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>RMS Routine</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>`void *</td>
<td>Maps a persistent segment's file into the application's address space and installs the logging signal handler for write accesses. A segment only needs to be attached once per program invocation. If the system previously crashed, <code>rms_attach</code> also restores the state of the segment by calling <code>rms_recover</code>. Returns the address of the mapped segment.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><code>void</code></td>
<td>Removes any mappings from the named segment in this application. Any transactions on the database should be terminated (by calling either <code>rms_commit</code> or <code>rms_abort</code>) before <code>rms_detach</code> is called.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><code>void rms_begin_transaction (char *fileName)</code></td>
<td>Starts a transaction within the named segment. A transaction is concluded by calling <code>rms_commit</code>.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><code>boolean rms_commit (char *fileName)</code></td>
<td>Commits a transaction. Any modifications to the segment between a call to <code>rms_begin_transaction</code> and <code>rms_commit</code> will happen atomically with respect to the database. Returns <code>true</code> on successful commit. If the commit fails, this call returns <code>false</code>. The caller should call <code>rms_restore</code> after a failed commit.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><code>boolean rms_abort (char *fileName)</code></td>
<td>Aborts a transaction. Atomically discards any modifications to the segment since <code>rms_begin_transaction</code>, restoring the state to that before the transaction began. Returns <code>true</code> on successful abort. If the abort fails, this call returns <code>false</code>. The caller should call <code>rms_restore</code> after a failed abort.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><code>boolean rms_restore (char *fileName)</code></td>
<td>Restores the segment to a consistent state by rolling back the modifications made by any uncommitted transactions. Returns <code>true</code> on successful restore. If the restore fails, this call returns <code>false</code>. The caller should call <code>rms_restore</code> again after a failed attempt.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
5.3.3 RMS Implementation Details

This section describes the implementation of the RMS library routines. The first three perform bookkeeping operations. `Rms_attach` first calls `mmap_shadow`, which maps the file with read-only protection and installs the signal handler that performs undo logging for modifications to the file. Second, `Rms_attach` calls `Rms_recover` to recover from a previous crash, if necessary (`Rms_recover` is a null operation if no recovery is needed). `Rms_detach` calls `munmap` to remove the database from the application’s address space. `Rms_begin_transaction` initializes the metadata for the transaction.

The `Rms_commit`, `Rms_abort` and `Rms_recover` procedures all interact with the buffer and log in order to perform their respective functions. The implementation of `Rms_commit` is depicted in Figure 5.3. At the time an application calls `Rms_commit`, modified pages of the current transaction may have been written to the database or may be buffered in memory. In addition, the log contains copies of the unmodified version of each page that has been modified. The goal of `Rms_commit` is to atomically update the database and reset the log. To do this, `Rms_commit` first writes each modified buffer page to the database file. After all of the writes complete, `Rms_commit` commits the transaction by resetting the metadata. If the entire metadata structure is small enough to be atomically written to disk (we assume this size to be a virtual memory page, but may be larger or smaller), then it suffices to clear the metadata in memory and write it atomically to disk. If the metadata spans multiple pages, then we reset the metadata using two-phase commit [Gray 78], as follows. The metadata structure includes a flag, `being_cleared`. When the flag is true the metadata is considered empty. The operation of restoring the database after a crash checks the `being_cleared` flag, and if set, clears the metadata. Using this recovery protocol reduces transaction commit to the process of atomically setting the `being_cleared` flag. Once the `being_cleared` flag is written to disk, the other pages of the metadata can be cleared on the disk one at a time.

Figure 5.4 shows how `Rms_abort` and `Rms_recover` restore the state of the database to that of before any uncommitted transactions. This is done by copying the before-images (from the log) of each modified database page back to the database file. Because the data-
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Figure 5.3: Operation of \texttt{rms-commit}. 
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Figure 5.4: Operation of \texttt{rms\_recover} and \texttt{rms\_abort}.
base is mapped, the file writes of the log before images to the database restores the in-memory buffers to the pre-transaction state in addition to the database file. Once this is done, the database contents have been restored, and the procedure is completed by atomically resetting the metadata, which is done as described in the \texttt{rms\_commit} procedure.

5.4 Summary

This chapter described the design and implementation of a new recoverable single level storage system. The system consists of two components. The first component is UMS, User-level Mmap-Shadow. UMS provides recovery information for updates in mapped memory. The second component is RMS, the Recoverable Memory Service. RMS provides a single-level storage interface on top of UMS's recovery mechanism.

The contribution of our design is that it combines the performance benefits of special support provided by research single-level storage systems, with the applicability to commercial environment of buffer pool systems. We demonstrated the latter point by implementing UMS and RMS on top of one commercial operating system, Digital Unix, and by isolating the operating system features it requires and determining their availability in other commercial operating systems.

We will demonstrate the former point—high performance—in the next chapter. We compare the performance of versions of RMS that are built with three different buffer management structures: UMS, buffer pool, and specialized kernel support. For read-only workloads, the design of UMS should allow it to provide identical performance to the systems that rely on specialized kernel support because they both integrate transaction buffer management with virtual memory. The performance of the integrated approaches should be better than the buffer pool approach for workloads without memory competition, due to avoiding the extra data copying caused by two levels of buffer management. With competition for memory, both integrated approaches will \textit{significantly} outperform the buffer pool approach due to avoiding double paging. The performance of the three systems for read/write workloads will be closer, since all three systems must write modified buffers before
reclaiming them, as depicted in Figure 3.1, but will vary according to each system's overheads associated with handling updates (logging and commit).

The performance measurements in the next chapter confirm our expectations that UMS outperforms the buffer pool approach for a variety of workloads, and that it comes close to the update performance of systems that take advantage of special transaction management facilities provided by research operating systems.
Chapter 6

Evaluating Alternatives for Recovery in a Single-level Store

This chapter evaluates virtual memory alternatives for recovery in single-level storage systems. To do this, we built three representative buffer management alternatives for implementing recovery in a single-level storage environment. The platform we used was a Digital AlphaStation 250 workstation running Digital Unix 3.2. Currently this is a high-end workstation, but we expect similar systems to be common on users' desktops in a few years.

Our goals for the performance evaluation were to determine the performance impact of integrating buffer management with virtual memory, and to measure the further benefit of extensive kernel support for transaction recovery in single-level storage systems. To achieve these goals, we complemented the implementation of UMS described in the previous chapter with two additional implementations that represent the current extremes for recovery in a single level store. The first system implements user-level buffer-pool style buffer management. The second system implements a representative of "extensive kernel support" for mapped transactions. The workload we used to compare the three systems is
OO7 [Carey et al. 93], a standard benchmark for object-oriented databases that simulates the workload of an engineering design application.

This chapter first describes the two systems we compared against UMS, then describes the OO7 benchmark, and finally presents the performance results of the three systems with a variety of workloads. The results in this chapter demonstrate that UMS combines the performance of integrated research systems with the compatibility of user-level buffer pool systems.

6.1 Support Alternatives for Transactions in Single-level Storage Systems

This section describes the two systems we built to compare the efficiency of recovery support provided by the UMS mechanism described in Chapter 5. Existing alternatives for supporting transactions in a single-level store can be divided into two categories. The kernel-based approach utilizes significant support provided by the operating system to integrate transaction buffer management with the operating system's virtual memory. This approach is taken by many research systems, including Camelot, Cricket, Grasshopper, and RPVM. Utilizing operating system support can provide high performance, but it also has the disadvantage of not being available to application writers who are constrained to using facilities provided by commercial operating systems.

The buffer pool approach is for applications to privately manage transaction buffers using the facilities provided by commercial operating systems. This is the approach taken by existing single-level storage systems that provide transactions on commercial operating systems, including QuickStore [White & DeWitt 94], ObjectStore [Lamb et al. 91], O2 [O2 91], Gemstone [Maier & Stein 86], and Objectivity. Buffer pool systems' primary advantage is that they are compatible with commercial operating systems. Another advantage of the buffer pool approach is that it provides the application with full control over transaction buffer management, including buffer page size, replacement policy and recovery policy. One disadvantage of buffer pool systems is less efficient access to data than the integrated approach, because buffer pool systems incur an additional copy between the file
buffer and the buffer pool. Another disadvantage is that they provide worse performance in memory-competitive environments resulting from double paging.

We built representatives of both approaches to allow us to compare the performance of the two existing approaches for supporting recovery in a single-level store to our mechanism, UMS, which was described in Chapter 5. The remainder of this section is structured as follows: Section 6.1.1 describes the buffer pool system, which interacts with virtual memory in a manner similar to current state-of-the-art object-oriented database systems. Section 6.1.2 describes Recoverable Persistent Virtual Memory (RPVM [Chew et al. 93]), a system representative of extensive kernel support for recoverable memory in a single-level storage environment.

The three systems compared in this chapter — UMS, buffer pool and RPVM — can be characterized by how they fit into two overlapping categories: operating system support and integration with virtual memory, as shown in Figure 6.1. The performance evaluation in this chapter demonstrates that UMS combines the advantages of existing approaches: it offers the high performance of integrated systems as well as the compatibility of buffer pool systems.

![Figure 6.1: Classifications of the three buffer management systems](image)

### 6.1.1 An Implementation of a Buffer Pool System

This section describes the implementation of the buffer pool system we used to compare against the other buffer management approaches. Current state-of-the-art page-grain
object database systems, such as QuickStore or ObjectStore, manage a private page-grain buffer pool at the application-level. We did not use these systems themselves for two reasons. First, commercial object database companies do not permit benchmark results to be published without considerable oversight [Carey et al. 93]. The second reason results from our goal of isolating the impact of the different systems’ interactions between transaction memory management and virtual memory. This goal necessitates that we hold constant between the subject systems such issues as swizzling and recovery policy. For these reasons, we designed and built a buffer-pool single-level storage system based on the buffer management of state-of-the-art page-grain object databases. To hold other implementation variables constant, our buffer pool system uses the Alpha processor’s 64-bit pointers as object references (instead of swizzling), and uses the same recovery policy as UMS.

The buffer pool management module we implemented is a plug-in replacement for UMS within our RMS library. In order to implement accesses and updates within an RMS persistent segment, the buffer pool database maps buffer pages that contain copies of pages of the segment, rather than mapping the segment itself (as UMS does). In our implementation, we represent the buffer pages as pages of a file, so that the buffer manager can name them.¹

At initialization time (i.e., as part of the \texttt{rms\_attach} procedure), the buffer manager creates the file used to name its buffers. The size of the file is chosen to be the size of the buffer pool, which is an initialization-time parameter. Next, the buffer manager provides to the operating system a signal handler for virtual memory protection violations. The handler is invoked for both read- and write-protection violation events. The write protection handler is similar to UMS’s, described in Section 5.1, because the buffer pool system uses the same recovery policy. In addition to write-protection violation signals, the buffer pool system must also handle signals caused when the application attempts to access unbuffered data.

¹. There are two ways for a user-level application to name portions of memory: by file name and offset for mapped files, or by virtual address for the remainder of the address space. Since the buffer pool system needs to refer to the buffers independent of their virtual memory address, it must use a file name and offsets within the file.
When a client of a mapped file references an unbuffered location, the virtual memory system’s read-fault handler fetches the data from the mapped file and resumes the faulting application. In buffer pool systems, however, unbuffered pages have no valid mapping, thus the virtual memory system is unable to handle the fault. Thus buffer misses cause the virtual memory system to pass the fault on to the buffer manager’s signal handler. The signal handler for a buffer miss resolves the fault by finding an unused page of its buffer pool, mapping it to the faulted location, reading the data from the segment’s file into the new location, then resetting the protection to read-only so that writes to the page will be logged by the write fault handler.

If the buffer pool system can find no available pages to satisfy the fault, it reclaims a set of pages as described in Table 6.1:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 6.1: Page reclamation procedure</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>for (i = 0; i &lt; pages_to_reclaim; i++)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>begin</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>p &lt;- choose the next page to reclaim</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>if p is dirty then write it to the segment file</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>add p to the free page list</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>end for</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The buffer pool system can use any of a large number of policies to choose the next page to reclaim. The policies we implemented for this study were Random, FIFO and FIFO with second chance (FIFO-SC) [Turner & Levy 81]. We discuss these policies in depth in Section 6.2.4

6.1.2 An Implementation of Extensive Kernel Support for Mapped Transactions

The other class of systems we want to evaluate is the class that utilizes extensive operating system support to implement transaction recovery in single-level stores. In contrast to the buffer pool approach, these systems allow virtual memory to perform the buffer management for the single-level store. These systems rely on extensions to virtual memory in
order to provide the transaction properties. Recall from Section 3.2 that when buffer replacement occurs during a transaction, *steal* buffer managers can overwrite the before-image with uncommitted data, and *no steal* buffer managers must either avoid replacing uncommitted data, or write uncommitted data to temporary storage. Section 3.2.1 described why *steal* buffer management is most efficient in the presence of frequent buffer replacement. Most research operating system support for transactions in a single-level store support *no steal* buffer management. The RPVM system [Chew et al. 93] is one system that support steal buffer management in a single-level store. RPVM is a set of modifications to the Mach [Rashid et al. 89] microkernel that support a wide range of transaction recovery mechanisms. We wanted to compare the other buffer management mechanisms to a steal recovery policy that was built upon the original implementation of RPVM, however, the source code to RPVM is not available. Further, even if it were, we would not be able to isolate the performance differences that were caused by the different operating systems (Digital Unix vs. Mach) and the issue we are interested in: the interaction between buffer management and virtual memory. Therefore, we designed a kernel mechanism based on RPVM's functions and implemented it in Digital Unix. The RPVM project did not implement a recovery mechanism using their system and thus could not compare their system to existing buffer management approaches; our comparison in Section 6.3.2 of RPVM's support for recovery in a single-level store with the buffer pool approach is therefore a contribution of this dissertation.

This section first describes the RPVM interface and then describes how it can be used to implement an improved version of the steal/force recovery policy provided by the UMS and the buffer pool systems. Finally, we describe the simplifications to the version of RPVM we built for our experiments.

**Recoverable Persistent Virtual Memory**

The RPVM system consists of extensive modifications to the virtual memory manager of Mach version 3.0, a research operating system from Carnegie Mellon University. RPVM provides an interface to transaction system recovery managers that allows them to control
which pages are written to persistent storage by the virtual memory page replacement mechanism, and when they are written. This control is expressed by allowing the application to provide flush-before rules between pages and to acquire and release flush locks on individual pages. Acquiring a flush lock on a page prevents that page from being propagated (i.e., paged out to the mapped file) until the flush lock is released. Flush rules constrain the ordering of pageouts between pages. For example, for pages A and B, the rule $A \leq_p B$ constrains A's propagation to occur before, or atomically with, B's propagation.

Flush locks can be used to implement no steal buffer management for transaction updates in a single-level store. A single-level storage system could be implemented by mapping the store into an application's address space with read-only protection, and providing a handler for write-protection violation signals. The signal handler would acquire a flush lock on the faulted page, then set the page's protection to allow the write. To implement the commit operation, the transaction manager would perform the log writes (or use the shadow page technique) required to install the modifications atomically.

Since we want to compare RPVM to UMS, which provides steal buffer management, we designed a recovery mechanism that uses RPVM's kernel support to provide steal buffer management. Figure 6.2 depicts the processing of a write-protection violation fault in our RPVM-based recovery mechanism. The segment is initially mapped with read-only protection, and the buffer manager provides a signal handler for write-protection violation signals. Thus when an application first writes to a page during a transaction, the read-only protection causes the signal handler to be invoked. The signal handler first copies the before-image of the page about to be modified to the buffer memory of the log file. Second, it updates the metadata in memory, to store the page's "logged" status for this transaction. Third, it adds two flush-before rules between the data file's page $j$, log page $l$, and metadata page $m$. The flush-before rules are $l \leq_p j$ and $m \leq_p j$. Given these rules, the RPVM kernel ensures that both the log page and metadata page are propagated before the database page's before-image is overwritten. This guarantee is sufficient to provide the persistent and atomic transaction commit provided by RMS, as described in Section 5.2. Fourth, it sets the protection on the data page to allow the update, and returns from the signal handler to resume the application.
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Figure 6.2: Write-fault processing for a fault on page $i$ with RPVM kernel support for no steal buffer management
The key difference between our RPVM recovery mechanism and that of UMS is that RPVM's copy of the before-image to the shadow log is a memory-to-memory copy rather than a synchronous disk write as in UMS. Similarly, RPVM updates the metadata in memory rather than writing it synchronously to disk as UMS does. UMS needs to write the before-image and metadata directly to disk, because it needs to be assured that they are persistent before the before-image could possibly be overwritten by a virtual memory pageout. The RPVM operating system provides this assurance by enforcing the flush-before rules. This assurance means that both of the pages that have to be written to disk synchronously by UMS can instead reside in memory in an RPVM system, because the operating systems guarantees they will be paged out before the before-image can be overwritten by modified data.

Our RPVM recovery mechanism does not require all of the facilities provided by the original RPVM operating system interface. We took advantage of this to design a simplified version of RPVM for our experiments, which we describe next.

**Simplified RPVM**

We found that we could support our recovery mechanism by implementing a specialized subset of RPVM's functionality. This made the system substantially less complex, thus easier to implement. Table 6.2 summarizes the simplifications we made to RPVM in our implementation. The first simplification, which simplifies our implementation as well as improves its performance in comparison to the original RPVM, is that we do not allow flush rules to be transitive. Transitivity is not required for our recovery mechanism because flush rules are only inserted between database pages and log pages. Not implementing transitivity significantly reduces the complexity of virtual memory page replacement, because the number of rules constraining any individual page replacement decision is known without searching through a list, and can actually be strictly bounded.

The second simplification is that individual pages may have only up to two flush-before rules. In other words, a page \( x \) can only be involved in at most two rules of the form \( i \leq_p x \). This simplification, combined with the third — that rules are only valid between
resident pages—further streamlines the processing required at page replacement time by allowing rules to be stored in the virtual memory system's resident page descriptor, \texttt{vm\_page\_t}. The two-rule constraint is appropriate for our recovery mechanism because a database page has only two flush-before rules inserted per update: one for the log page, the other for the metadata page. Allowing flush-before rules only between resident pages is also appropriate, because the three pages, \( I, M \) and \( D \) are first accessed by the signal handler (the copy from \( D \) to \( I \), and the update to \( M \)), so they are resident immediately before the flush rules are added, thus it is unlikely that any of them would be paged out in the intervening time. Correctness is never compromised, regardless of when pages are replaced, because \texttt{add\_flush\_rule} returns an error code when it is called on a nonresident page, thus allowing the signal handler to re-touch the pages and attempt to add the flush-before rule again.

The fourth simplification, not supporting flush locks, was enabled by our steal buffer management policy, which does not require flush locks. Our final simplification was to not implement RPVM's shared memory interface. Avoiding the shared memory interface simplified our implementation, as well as made it more robust (a read/write shared memory interface between user-level and operating system modules violates common system structuring rules). Finally, the results in Section 6.3 show that the granularity of page-based events resulted in reasonable overheads for a system-call based interface.

\begin{table}[h]
\centering
\begin{tabular}{|l|l|}
\hline
RPVM & Simplified RPVM \\
\hline
Rules may be transitive & Transitive rule chaining not supported \\
Unbounded rules out of and into a page & 2 rules out, unbounded rules into a page \\
Rules persist across pagein and pageout & Rules only valid for resident pages, cleared on pageout \\
Flush locks for no steal buffer management & No flush locks \\
Shared memory and system call interfaces & System call interface only \\
\hline
\end{tabular}
\caption{Summary of simplifications to RPVM}
\end{table}

\footnote{2. RPVM normally maintains a separate hash table, which is consulted during both pagein and pageout, adding 100 to 200 \textmu sec per operation. The performance impact, however, was not as important to us as the complexity of introducing a new kernel data structure.}
6.2 Experimental Methodology

Ideally, we would be able to compare the systems under consideration by incorporating them into a set of real-world applications and run them in realistic multiprogrammed environments. Unfortunately, a "standard suite" of applications that use a single-level store is not available. In fact, it has proven difficult to find the source code to any such applications that are in regular use. The kinds of applications needed for our comparison are common in industrial settings, but we found that they are important assets of the companies that use them, and thus are not freely distributable. Therefore we had to use a synthetic workload for most of our experiments. We chose OO7 [Carey et al. 93], a synthetic benchmark that has gained wide acceptance as a vehicle to compare object-oriented databases. To augment these results, we also compared the systems using an interactive rendering application [Chamberlain et al. 96]. This section describes the OO7 benchmark and the rendering application, the equipment they were run on, and the experiments we used to compare the buffer management and recovery alternatives under consideration.

6.2.1 The OO7 Benchmark

The OO7 benchmark is intended to simulate the behavior of a class of object-oriented database applications that includes Computer Aided Design (CAD), Computer Aided Manufacturing (CAM), and Computer Aided Software Engineering (CASE). The benchmark consists of a configurable database and a set of traversals. Each traversal is an application that accesses the database with a particular access pattern and update behavior.

Figure 6.3 shows the structure of a OO7 database. The OO7 database consists of a hierarchy of objects. The root of the hierarchy is the database itself, and it contains one or more modules. Modules are meant to represent something like a complex circuit assembly being designed with a CAD tool. Each module consists of a tree of complex assemblies, which are themselves sub-modules. Complex assemblies have pointers to the sub-modules it contains, until finally, at the leaves of the tree, they point to a set of base assemblies. A
base assembly contains a graph of atomic parts. Atomic parts are the basic units (such as resistors, capacitors, wires, etc., in an electrical circuit) that are used to build the module.

We set the size of the database from 24 to 192 Megabytes by varying the number of atomic parts per base assembly.

We linked the OO7 application, which was written in C++, to each of the three versions of our RMS library (one per buffer management technique). Thus the OO7 code was identical in each of the applications being measured and only the buffer management code differed between them. OO7 consists of a set of traversals that have different access and update behaviors. We chose the T1 and T2b traversals of OO7 as the basis of our evaluations because they best highlight the differences between the buffer management techniques used. The T1 traversal examines all composite and atomic parts in the database using a depth-first traversal. Thus, T1 measures the efficiency of read-only database accesses. T2b also traverses the tree depth-first, however it modifies each atomic part as it is visited. T2b was therefore used to measure the performance of the systems in response to frequent updates.

6.2.2 The Render Application

In addition to OO7, we compared the systems by comparing their performance running an interactive rendering application [Chamberlain et al. 96]. This application does not modify the data, thus it is similar to the OO7 T1 traversal, however its computation, access pattern and data layout are significantly different from OO7. Our experiments with this application measured the amount of time required to render a single frame, which consists of traversing an octree that represents the scene being viewed. The scene is represented hierarchically by inscribing it within the octree. Each non-empty cell of the octree is successively subdivided into a sub-octree, until the geometric contents of a cell are simpler than a fixed threshold. To render a frame, the octree is traversed to select the cells that are suitable to be drawn based on their depth in the viewer's field-of-view; the portions of the scene that are closer to the viewer require more detail, thus deeper traversal, than portions that are further away.
Figure 6.3: OO7 database structure
6.2.3 Hardware and Software Configuration

The experiments were run on Digital AlphaStation 250 workstations. These machines have Alpha 21064A processors running at 266 MHz and were configured with 128 MB of RAM and four hard disk drives. The operating system was Digital Unix version 3.2. The virtual memory page size was 8K bytes. We used version 2.6.3 of the GNU C/C++ compiler to compile the application and RMS libraries.

We found we had to modify two of Digital Unix’s virtual memory parameters because both UMS and the buffer pool systems use large, sparse mappings and contiguous regions of virtual memory protection. The first parameter we had to change was the maximum number of entries allowed in an address space. This parameter, MAPENTRIES, is normally 200. Since each resident page can potentially have its own mapping, we found we had to increase this limit to the maximum number of pages in the buffer pool (16,000 for our experiments). The second parameter we had to change was the maximum size of the vpage array. The vpage array stores the virtual memory protection of mapped pages. Thus the vpage array bounds the maximum size of a single mapping. Since UMS maps an entire database at attach time, the vpage array had to be increased from its original 16*1024 page limit (128 MB, since each page is 8Kbytes) to 24*1024 pages in order to accommodate our 192 MB database.

The last system-level optimization used for these experiments is that both the buffer pool and UMS systems used raw disk partitions for their logs. Raw disk partitions are regions of a disk that are not managed by the normal filesystem, but rather are accessed directly by the application. Using raw disk for their logs allows these systems to bypass the file buffer and avoid disk seeks otherwise incurred by synchronous log writes. Bypassing the file buffer allows more data pages to be buffered, thus increasing the buffer hit rate. Writing the log to raw disk also avoids a disk seek that would otherwise be needed to update the filesystem’s metadata for the log. Since our recovery mechanisms maintain their own log metadata, this seek is needless overhead. These optimizations significantly improve the performance of these systems for large database accesses. We feel that using raw disk is a realistic optimization because recent commercial filesystems provide the
same functionality within the filesystem interface (e.g., SGI's XFS direct I/O facility [Sweeney et al. 96]), and future filesystems should include similar facilities. The RPVM system did not need to use raw disk for its log, since its location in the kernel allowed it to bypass the file buffer and avoid seeks using normal files.

6.2.4 Parameter Settings for the Buffer Pool System

Because they replace the operating system's buffer manager with their own, buffer pool transaction systems do not specialize an existing buffer manager in order to implement the buffer management policy they need. Instead, buffer pool systems implement an entire buffer management system, which entails making a number of decisions that are otherwise peripheral to the transaction buffer management policy (the steal / no force recovery policy used by all of the systems). Even though these decisions do not affect the recovery policy, setting them properly is critical to providing high performance. This section describes the procedure we used to choose the most efficient data granularity (buffer page size), the buffer replacement policy and the size of the buffer pool.

Buffer Granularity

A natural choice for buffer granularity is to use the same granularity as the virtual memory system. Digital Unix uses an adaptive granularity for data fetches, depending on the memory access pattern. By default, memory faults are serviced by reading single 8 kilobyte pages at a time. When the system detects sequential accesses, however, it uses clustered read-ahead of 64 kilobytes at a time. Therefore, the access pattern of our OO7 application affects the granularity of virtual memory reads. To choose the most efficient granularity for our buffer pool database, we compared the run-time of the OO7 T1 traversal for both 8 kilobyte and 64 kilobyte buffer pages, which are the two units of transfer used by Digital Unix. The results are summarized in Figure 6.4. For small databases, page size does not drastically affect performance. For larger databases, large pages provided better perfor-
mance because they amortize signal handling and fixed disk costs over more data transferred. These results prompted us to use 64 kilobyte buffer pages.

![Graph showing elapsed time vs database size for 8 K pages and 64 K pages]

Figure 6.4: Buffer pool page size comparison for OO7 T1 traversal

For database sizes that allow the filesystem buffer cache to coexist with the transaction system's buffer pool (which was set to 96 MB), the filesystem's clustering optimizations enable the 8 K page system to perform as well as the 64 K page system. For larger databases, the size of the buffer pool interfered with the filesystem's optimizations, allowing the manual clustering performed by the 64 K page system to perform better.

**Buffer Replacement Policy**

We implemented three replacement policies for the buffer pool system: FIFO, FIFO with Second Chance (FIFO-SC) and Random. As their names suggest, FIFO replaces pages "first-in, first-out," and Random chooses pages to replace randomly. FIFO-SC is an approximation to the "least recently used" (LRU) policy, which takes pages' reference patterns into account when making replacement decisions. Specifically, LRU chooses as the next page to replace the page that was last referenced the longest time in the past. The ideal implementation of this policy sorts pages by their last time of reference and picks the
"oldest" page. Since hardware has not yet provided timestamps for memory references, most virtual memory page replacement policies implement approximations to LRU.

FIFO-SC is an approximation to LRU that was invented to accommodate the VAX architecture's lack of a reference-bit. This policy is also convenient for user-level buffer pool systems because most user-level applications do not have access to reference bits regardless of whether the hardware provides them. FIFO-SC is also Digital Unix's default page replacement policy.

The FIFO-SC policy keeps pages on one of three FIFO queues. The first queue, the active list, contains pages with full access protection enabled. When a page reaches the head of the active list, the buffer manager (at the user-level or in the kernel) protects the page to disallow all accesses and adds it to the tail of the inactive list. When a page reaches the head of the inactive list, it is paged out (if it is dirty) and added to the free list. If an application references a page while it is protected and on the inactive list, the page gets a "second chance" at remaining resident by having its protection reset to the original state and being put back on the active list. This policy ensures that frequently accessed pages are kept in memory because they get referenced while on the inactive list, while pages no longer in use get paged out after working their way through the two queues. The attribute of FIFO-SC that most affected its performance in these experiments is that while pages are on the inactive list, accesses to them cause virtual memory page faults, resulting in additional inefficient communication between the operating system and the buffer pool system.

The other policies we implemented, Random and FIFO, do not incur additional communication while pages are buffered. Instead, the Random and FIFO policies keep buffer pages on a single list, and choose the next page to replace via random selection or first-in, first-out, respectively.

The question we wanted to answer was whether the implementation overheads of FIFO-SC are overcome by the benefits of its approximation to LRU for OO7's access patterns. Figure 6.5 compares the elapsed time for the OO7 T1 traversal for each of the three

---

3. Software TLB handlers [Kane & Heinrich 92, Sites 92] can be used to provide fairly accurate reference timestamps. Even so, the approximations to LRU have proven effective enough that the extra bookkeeping a TLB-based time stamp approach would require has deterred its use for virtual memory page replacement.
replacement policies for database sizes ranging from 96 megabytes to 192 megabytes. The results for T2b traversals were similar. As we expect, replacement policy does not matter for database sizes that do not cause significant amounts of buffer replacement. When buffer replacement does occur, Random outperforms FIFO because it incurs fewer virtual memory faults (FIFO's buffers were paged out due to interactions with Digital Unix's replacement policy). Random avoids the overheads incurred by FIFO-SC resulting from the added signals used to detect references. For the OO7 T1 traversal the reference information gathered by FIFO-SC only slightly reduced the number of buffer misses. Those savings were outweighed by the increased overheads of FIFO-SC. Therefore, we used Random for the subsequent experiments.

**Figure 6.5: Buffer pool replacement policy comparison for OO7 T1 traversal**

For databases smaller than 144 megabytes, which do not cause frequent replacement in the buffer pool, different replacement policies perform approximately the same. When paging does occur, Random performs better than FIFO and FIFO-SC because it achieves reasonable buffer hit rates with low signal-handling overheads.
Buffer Pool Size

The final tuning parameter is the size of the database's buffer pool. To determine the optimal buffer size, we measured the elapsed time of the OO7 T1 traversal for databases between 24 and 192 megabytes while varying the size of the buffer pool from 16 megabytes to 128 megabytes. The buffer page size was 64 kilobytes and the replacement policy was Random for all configurations. The results of this comparison are shown in Figure 6.6. We found that performance was best for moderate-to-large buffer pools (i.e., 96 to 128 megabytes). We chose the smallest of these acceptable buffer pool sizes (96 megabytes), because in the experiments to come, particularly those with competition for memory, the smallest possible buffer pool sizes are advantageous.

6.3 Performance Results

We measured the performance of the three systems both with and without memory competition of the read-only and the write-intensive OO7 workloads. As a result of our tuning experiments, we used the Random buffer replacement policy with 64 kilobyte buffer pages and a buffer size of 96 megabytes (12,000 machine pages). There are two axes of comparison in this section, corresponding to the two overlapping classifications shown in Figure 6.1: integration with virtual memory and operating system support.

This section first presents experiments that use the OO7 T1 read traversal with and without competition for memory in order to distinguish between the performance of the two integrated systems\(^4\) and the buffer pool system. These read-only experiments isolate the performance benefits of integrating transaction buffer management with virtual memory. Next, we use the T2b write traversals to highlight the efficiency of updates between each of the three systems. This latter comparison measures the performance benefits of providing significant operating system support for transaction buffer management.

---

\(^4\) UMS and RPVM perform identically for read-only workloads such as the T1 traversal because they differ only in how they manage updates.
Figure 6.6: Buffer pool size comparison for OO7 T1 traversal

For small databases (the lines near the bottom of the graph), buffer pool size has little effect on performance. For larger databases, small buffer pools (less than 48 megabytes) allow the filesystem buffer to coexist with the transaction system's, thus allowing the filesystem's own buffer management to provide high buffer hit rates. The "hump" in the middle of the graph results from competition between the buffer pool and the filesystem's buffer. The medium-sized buffer pools (48 to 80 megabytes) are too small to provide high hit rates, and they force the filesystem's buffer to be too small to provide high hit rates, thus resulting in poor performance. Finally, moderate to large buffer pools (96 to 128 megabytes) are large enough to provide high hit-rates and corresponding high performance. (The anomalous performance of the 80 MB buffer pool on the 192 MB database appears to result from higher read costs due to seeks caused by an interaction between the access pattern, the replacement policy and the buffer pool size.)

6.3.1 Read Efficiency With and Without Competition for Memory

We compared the performance of the systems running the OO7 T1 read-only traversal with various amounts of available memory. This workload is intended to mimic the behav-
ior experienced by a user using an application to browse a large database, concurrently with running a varying number of other memory-consuming applications. We simulated the competition workload, rather than run actual applications in the background, because we wanted to isolate the memory effects of such competition. Using applications to provide memory competition would make it difficult to isolate the memory component of application competition from the other overheads they impose, such as competition for I/O and for the CPU.

Our first comparison is between the buffer pool system and the integrated systems for the O07 T1 traversal of databases ranging from 24 megabytes to 192 megabytes without memory competition. Figure 6.7 shows the result of this comparison. The results demonstrate the performance impact of the higher overhead for buffer misses in the buffer pool system. The higher overhead is reflected in a steeper slope for the buffer pool system than the integrated system. Both systems incur more frequent buffer misses (and correspondingly steeper slopes) for the databases that do not fit in available memory, larger than 120...
megabytes, but the figure shows the buffer pool’s slope remains steeper than the integrated system’s slope. This figure shows the efficiency advantages of memory-mapped access to persistent data, independent of issues of memory competition.

Our second experiment compares the buffer pool and integrated systems running the OO7 T1 traversal with a 120 megabyte database, as competition for memory varies from 0% to 60%. Figure 6.8 shows the result of this experiment. The left-most points, those with 0% competition, correspond to the performance of the two systems in Figure 6.7 for the 120 MB database. As competition increases, we see that the two systems’ performance degrades differently. The integrated systems’ performance degrades linearly, from increased buffer misses, once the database’s working set no longer fits in available memory. The buffer pool system, on the other hand, degrades worse than linearly as competition grows, resulting from significantly increased virtual memory page faults due to double paging.

We repeated these read-only experiments using the render application. The dataset size of this application is not as easily controllable as OO7, so we compared the systems with only two datasets: a 50 megabyte scene and a 200 megabyte scene. The results without
competition are summarized in Table 6.3. The results as competition for memory

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Scene size</th>
<th>Buffer pool</th>
<th>Integrated</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>50 megabytes</td>
<td>61.8 sec</td>
<td>29.6 sec</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>200 megabytes</td>
<td>101.5 sec</td>
<td>62.5 sec</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

increases for the two dataset sizes are shown in Figure 6.9 and Figure 6.10. The performance of the render application is similar to the results of OO7 for the same experiments, except that the integrated system's performance is affected by competition less than it was for OO7. Because render's viewer-adaptive traversal accesses a smaller proportion of the database than the OO7 traversals do, the decreased amount of memory as competition increases does not increase the buffer miss rate as much as it does for OO7. This does not translate into similar improvement for the buffer pool system. Memory accesses in the buffer pool system are more affected by the buffer allocation and replacement policies, which remain the same between the OO7 and render experiments. Therefore, we see

![Graph showing performance of render application on small (50 megabyte) dataset with increasing competition for memory.](image)

**Figure 6.9:** Performance of render application on small (50 megabyte) dataset, with increasing competition for memory.
extreme performance degradation as memory competition causes the buffer pool system to suffer from double paging.

6.3.2 Efficiency of Support for Recoverable Updates

The previous experiments distinguished the performance of the integrated and the buffer pool systems for read accesses. The next experiment uses the write-intensive OO7 T2b update traversal to evaluate the efficiency of support for recovery of all three systems. This workload causes the most recovery processing of all of the OO7 traversals, thus magnifying the differences in the efficiency of updates in the three systems.

Figure 6.11 shows the performance of UMS, buffer pool and RPVM for the T2b update traversal for database sizes between 24 and 192 megabytes. For the database sizes that can be accommodated in memory — those smaller than 120 megabytes — RPVM performs significantly better than either the UMS or buffer pool systems. RPVM’s advantage is a result of not having to synchronously write before-images (or metadata) to the log.
before allowing updates. By delaying such updates, RPVM can overlap writing of before images with processing and reading data, thus improving its efficiency. UMS and the buffer pool system perform very similarly for these database sizes because their behavior for these workloads is identical: the first write to each page causes the operating system to execute their signal handler, which writes the page’s before-image to the log and updates the metadata.

For databases that do not fit in memory, the buffer manager must write the dirty buffer pages to backing storage in order to reclaim buffers. In this case, UMS is more efficient than the buffer pool system, because it is able to take advantage of the operating system’s page cleaning optimizations that are not available to user-level buffer managers. In addition, the buffer pool system must write modified buffers through the filesystem interface, which adds data-copying overheads as well as increases competition for memory. Somewhat surprisingly, UMS also outperforms RPVM for large databases. To understand this behavior, consider the difference of these systems’ management of log pages. RPVM’s advantage for small databases is that log pages are not synchronously written to disk, but
instead are copied to memory. For large databases, RPVM's buffered log pages consume memory that could otherwise be used to buffer the database and reduce buffer miss rates. In contrast, UMS writes its log pages directly to disk, so log records never occupy buffer space. Figure 6.11 shows that for large databases, RPVM's benefits of delaying log writes are overcome by the costs of increased buffer misses. An RPVM system could improve performance by adapting its logging mechanism according to database size or paging load. We explore this approach in the next chapter.

6.3.3 Summary

In this chapter we describe, for the first time, a “level playing field” performance comparison among three approaches to supporting transaction buffer management in single-level storage systems.

The first approach is RPVM, Recoverable Persistent Virtual Memory, which requires the extensive customized kernel support provided by research operating systems but not available in commercial operating systems. We expect, and our experiments confirm, that this approach provides good performance, at the price of limited applicability.

The second approach is buffer pools, which involves application-level buffer management—the approach common in practice today, because prior to our work it was the only viable approach on commercial operating systems. We expect, and our experiments confirm, that this approach suffers significant performance penalties in a multiprogrammed environment.

The third approach is the system architecture described in Chapter 5, User-level Mmap-Shadow (UMS). This approach uses facilities available in commercial operating systems to integrate transaction buffer management with virtual memory. We expect, and our experiments confirm, that this approach provides good performance a wide variety of workloads, including multiprogrammed environments.
To summarize, the contributions of this chapter are:

- A performance comparison of the three systems—UMS, RPVM and buffer pool—across a variety of workloads, including read-only and read/write, and with varying degrees of competition for memory.

- An implementation of all three buffer management approaches in a consistent environment, thus minimizing the performance differences attributable to reasons other than the interaction between buffer management and virtual memory. This implementation provides a "level playing field" for comparing the systems.

- The implementation and performance measurements of UMS, which provide an existence proof that the compatibility benefits of buffer pool systems can be combined with many of the performance benefits of systems that use extensive kernel support to integrate transaction buffer management with virtual memory.

Our experience with these systems shows that integrating buffer management with virtual memory can simplify the design of such systems by allowing the virtual memory system to provide buffer management in lieu of an application-level buffer manager. The performance evaluation in this chapter demonstrates that the integrated systems perform as well or better than the buffer pool system for read-only workloads without memory competition, and perform significantly better for workloads with memory competition. For write-intensive workloads, the integrated systems again outperformed the buffer pool system. Further, the extensive kernel support provided by RPVM provides significant performance improvements for small databases, but for large databases UMS outperforms RPVM because it does not buffer log pages. Thus we conclude that UMS provides effective support for transactions in a single-level store which combines the performance benefits of previous research systems with the compatibility benefits of existing buffer pool approaches.

In the next chapter we describe some related work, discuss some possible performance and functionality enhancements to UMS, and offer some concluding remarks.
Chapter 7

Contributions, Related Work and Future Directions

7.1 Contributions

Until recently, transaction systems were almost exclusively deployed as components of large server systems, such as relational database servers. However, transactions and single-level stores are increasingly used as application development aids, which has resulted in an increasing number of transaction systems that are run outside the dedicated server environment: on desktop machines and multi-use enterprise servers. The implementation techniques of current transaction systems make the assumption that the application has dedicated memory. Competition for memory outside the dedicated server environment violates the assumption of dedicated memory, resulting in poor performance for the many applications that use embedded transaction systems.

In this dissertation, we demonstrated that the performance of transactions in memory-competitive environments can be greatly improved by integrating transaction buffer management with virtual memory. We have explored two degrees of operating system support required to achieve integrated transaction buffer management:
• The existing approach: employing extensive kernel support from research operating systems, in which the virtual memory replacement policy is modified to take into account the committed status of modified transaction data and the relationship between modified pages.

• Our new approach: a user-level system that uses facilities provided by existing commercial operating systems to manage transaction logging at the user-level, leaving the virtual memory system unmodified.

The primary contributions of this dissertation are:

• An analysis of the interactions between the memory management requirements of transactions and single-level stores.

• An analysis of the possible degrees of operating system support for systems that provide transactions in a single-level storage environment.

• A complete description of a transaction recovery mechanism that is integrated with virtual memory. This mechanism represents the application of general principles of transaction buffer management and operating system integration, and can be implemented in most commercial operating systems environments.

• An implementation of three approaches for operating system support of transaction recovery based on a common operating system infrastructure, which enables a fair comparison between them.

• A performance comparison of a representative of the current practice of transaction buffer management with the two approaches that eliminate buffer management redundancy: the first alternative requires custom operating systems, the second is our approach which is compatible with commercial operating systems.
• A demonstration that structuring transaction buffer management to be inte-
grated with the underlying virtual memory results in significantly improved per-
formance across a variety of workloads and degrees of memory competition.

The rest of this chapter is structured as follows: Section 7.2 discusses some of the work
related to the transaction recovery mechanism of UMS and the operating system support it
requires. Section 7.3 describes some future directions of research suggested by the trans-
action buffer management techniques described in this dissertation. Finally Section 7.4
ends the dissertation by offering some concluding remarks.

7.2 Related Work

Specific related work has been discussed throughout this dissertation. More generally,
however, we build upon results in three areas: transaction management, operating systems
support for transactions, and single-level storage systems. The foundational contributions
in these areas are discussed in the subsections that follow.

7.2.1 Transaction Management

Transaction management is a rich field of study with a depth of academic research as well
as commercial experience that can be daunting to a newcomer. The excellent textbook,
Transaction Processing: Concepts and Techniques [Gray & Reuter 93] serves as a trust-
worthy guide to many of the issues of transaction processing and buffer management. The
emphasis in this book is on transactions on relational data in server environments. This
dissertation extends the lessons from this book to include support for transactions in both
memory-competitive environments and single-level storage systems. In addition to the
synthesizing work of the book, two specific areas of transaction processing are related to
the work in this dissertation: transaction recovery policies, and operating system support
for transaction buffer management.
Transaction Recovery Policies

The ARIES recovery mechanism's sheer flexibility and high performance represents a culmination of decades of ground-breaking work on transaction management at IBM. Similar to Multics, much subsequent research has consisted of applying subsets of ARIES' functionality to new environments. This dissertation is one such example. The steal/force recovery policy of UMS is one setting of the many variables provided by ARIES. Unlike this dissertation, the ARIES researchers were not concerned with the interactions between buffer management and the underlying operating system. Further, they do not consider the added opportunities or constraints involved in supporting transactions in a single-level store.

In contrast to ARIES, all of the systems that use operating system support for transactions use no-steal buffer management. For example, TABS [Spector et al. 85], Camelot [Spector 91], and a proposed virtual-memory integrated version of RVM [Satya et al. 94] all take advantage of external pager-like functionality to re-route pageouts of dirty transaction data to a temporary file. The choice of no-steal buffer management for these systems was logical: without using UMS's technique of writing undo log records before data is modified, no-steal buffer management requires significant additional support from the operating system. Thus UMS extends the previous work in this area by exploring operating system-support for steal buffer management that is integrated with virtual memory.

Operating System Support for Transaction Buffer Management

Since Stonebraker's landmark paper on operating system support for database management [Stonebraker 81], operating systems researchers have been striving to make up for the shortcomings he pointed out. One claim of this dissertation is that these efforts are now nearing fruition, and it is time for transaction systems to more directly take advantage of operating systems' services. This section summarizes the operating systems research that has brought us to this point.

The TABS system's modifications to the Accent operating system [Rashid 84] were among the first efforts to modify a general-purpose operating system to support transac-
tions. These modifications influenced the external memory management facilities provided by Accent's successor, Mach [Young 89], which has been used by a number of transaction systems (e.g., Camelot [Spector 91] and Cricket [Shekita & Zwilling 92]). Neither Accent nor Mach provided control over virtual memory page replacement, however, which would be required to implement steal buffer management with buffered logs. A number of projects have investigated interfaces and mechanisms for allowing applications to control page replacement policies, including PREMO [McNamee & Armstrong 90], PODS [Sechrest & Park 91], V++ [Harty & Cheriton 92], HiPEC [Lee et al. 94] and AVM [Engler et al. 95]. However, none of these systems have yet been used to control page replacement in order to support transactions.

RPVM [Chew et al. 93] provides a rich set of controls over virtual memory management specifically tailored to supporting transaction recovery in virtual memory. Our implementation of RMS on RPVM is the first description of a steal recovery policy that uses the primitives provided by RPVM. In addition, the previously available performance results for RPVM were "microbenchmarks" that timed the cost of adding and processing flush rules. Thus our results in Chapter 6 are the first full-system measurements of the transaction support provided by RPVM.

Finally, our work is related to the recent extensible operating systems research [Bershad et al. 95, Engler et al. 94, Cheriton & Duda 94, Small & Seltzer 94]. By enabling applications to customize the management of all resources, each of these systems can potentially provide more complete support for transactions than is provided by existing operating systems. No research has yet studied how to implement transactions using the facilities provided by extensible systems or compared the resulting performance to previous approaches. Our experimental platform can be viewed as a prototyping infrastructure that allowed us to experiment with how applications could implement transactions using the facilities that will be available in extensible operating systems. Our goal was to compare the memory management behavior of user-level transaction buffer management with the buffer pool and kernel-centric approaches. Given this goal, our infrastructure on Digital Unix is better than using an extensible operating system; the single underlying environment across all of our systems isolates from other factors, the performance differences
caused by memory management interactions. Since UMS is structured much as a kernel extension, the design, implementation and evaluation of UMS, presented in this dissertation, provides some advance experience with transaction buffer management in extensible systems.

7.2.2 Single-level Storage Systems

Atlas and Multics were the genesis and subsequent refinement of single-level storage systems. The convenience and simplicity of their uniform interface to both volatile and persistent data has inspired many projects that followed. The Opal project [Chase et al. 92] explored many of the opportunities provided by modern 64-bit address architectures, including broadening the scope of the single-level store to span a local area network. A key attribute of Opal is its extension of virtual memory to provide a single address-space shared by all applications in a network. The challenge of supporting transactions in this unique environment was a motivation for the work described in this dissertation. Thus UMS can be viewed as the recovery component of a transaction system for a distributed single address-space operating system such as Opal.

Another category of single-level stores, object-oriented database systems, provide transactions in a single-level storage environment. These systems' lack of integration with the underlying operating system was another motivation for our work. The recovery mechanisms of these systems have great diversity, and influenced the design of UMS's recovery policy. Our recovery mechanism was initially inspired by the shadow-page technique used by POMS [Cockshot et al. 84], System R [Gray et al. 81], and GemStone [Maier & Stein 86]. Complaints about the shadow techniques' poor clustering [Gray et al. 81] lead us to use write-ahead logging, also used by QuickStore [White & DeWitt 94], Thor [Liskov et al. 94] and ObjectStore [Lamb et al. 91]. Another system uses page-grain undo logs [Hulse & Dearle 96], but no implementation of this system nor measurements of its performance have been presented, which are two of the key contributions of this dissertation.
7.3 Future Directions

This section describes a number of avenues of further work suggested by this dissertation. First, Section 7.3.1 describes how the isolation transaction property can be provided in a virtual memory-integrated single-level store. Next, Section 7.3.2 describes a number of ways to use extensible operating systems to further improve the performance of transactions in single-level stores. Finally, Section 7.3.3 lists several adjacent research areas in which further work is warranted.

7.3.1 Integrating Support for Transaction Isolation

The isolation property is needed to provide correct behavior in the presence of simultaneous transactions on the same data. In a system that provides isolation, the resulting state of data after any simultaneous transactions must be the same as some sequential ordering of the same transactions. Atomicity and durability ensure that transactions are atomic with respect to their durable state (i.e. on disk). Isolation ensures that transactions are atomic with respect to each other. In Chapter 3 we described how atomicity and durability are implemented via control over buffering and logging. Isolation is implemented via synchronization. Synchronization techniques coordinate simultaneous actions (e.g., multiple updates to the same bank account).

The most common form of synchronization is mutual exclusion via software locks. Applications must acquire the lock associated with a unit of data before accessing it, and release the lock when finished with the data (often as a part of transaction commit). A common protocol for synchronizing a shared data is the reader-writer lock protocol. In this protocol, access to data is protected by separate read and write locks. Any number of simultaneous transactions may acquire a read lock, which enables them to access, but not modify the data. This provides the isolation property because simultaneous read accesses to unmodified data produces the same effect as sequential reads. Modifications to data must be preceded by acquiring that data's write lock. In the reader-writer protocol, a write lock may be acquired only when no other transactions hold either read or write locks.
This section discusses the two issues that most affect the efficiency of synchronization in single-level stores: first, the mechanisms for acquiring and releasing locks, and second the granularity of locks (how much data is associated with each lock). The solutions to other issues related to locking have been dealt with elsewhere, including policies to optimize throughput for multiple readers and writers, mechanisms to guarantee progress in spite of arbitrary delays of transactions that hold locks [Herlihy 91], as well as avoiding or recovering from deadlock [Gray & Reuter 93]. In this section, we concentrate on the design decisions directly affected by locking in a single-level storage environment: locking mechanism and granularity.

**Lock Mechanisms in a Single-level Store**

The possible mechanisms for implementing locks in a single-level store include application-level programmed locks and system-level automatic locks. Application-level locks allow programmers to optimize lock granularity, and can simplify the system by reducing the responsibilities of the lock manager. However, application-level locks place the burden of correctness on the programmer, which can make applications both more tedious to write, and harder to verify. System-managed locks can relieve the programmer of the burden of implementing correct locking, but usually can not adapt the locking granularity according to applications' needs. Page-grain locking has been found to be sufficient for many applications [Maier & Zdonik 90, Lamb et al. 91], because in many cases write-sharing is uncommon, or can made sequential outside the system-level.

We created a modified version of UMS to simulate the overheads of supporting page-grain locking. In the modified system, when an application attaches to a segment, by calling `zms_attach`, the data file is mapped with *neither* read nor write permissions. The virtual memory protection violation signal handler thus receives signals for both read and write accesses (UMS previously only received write-fault signals in order to drive log writes). The read fault handler first determines whether the access is valid, then checks for outstanding write locks on the page. If the read fault handler determines the access can be granted, it acquires the page's read lock, and finally grants the request by enabling read
permission (by calling mprotect). We repeated the OO7 T1 traversal experiments with a version of UMS that includes the locking operations, but without contention for the locks, to determine whether the performance results presented in Chapter 6 could be achieved in a system that provides isolation. The results of this experiment are presented in Figure 7.1. This experiment demonstrates that the added signal handling overheads associated with lock management do not significantly modify the system's overall performance.

Page-grain locking is not efficient for workloads with frequent, fine-grained sharing. In these cases, finer granularity locking is more appropriate. Finer than page-grain locking can be accomplished with support from the language to implement object-grain locking, or without such support to implement fixed-size fine grain locking. In some systems, locking granularity is the same as logging (and buffering) granularity. The ARIES system [Mohan et al. 92] demonstrated that logging, locking and buffering granularities can be decoupled, which can significantly improve transaction performance. Extending upon this work, researchers in the SHORE project demonstrated that locking granularity can be dynamically adapted to usage patterns [Carey et al. 94]. A similar technique is used in VMS/Rdb [Joshi 91]. Transactions in these systems initially acquire coarse-grain locks and de-escalate them to multiple finer grain locks as additional transactions access other data covered by the coarse-grain lock. The ARIES and SHORE approaches could be used by UMS because their lock managers are implemented above the buffer management.

![Figure 7.1: OO7 T1 traversal on UMS with and without lock overheads, with no contention](image-url)
layer, and (as ARIES demonstrated) the two layers can be considered largely independently.

Our measurements of signal handling overheads associated with lock management demonstrate that communication costs associated with lock management would not significantly affect the performance of UMS, even though it uses signals and system calls for communication between the operating system and the transaction buffer manager. One of the primary benefits of using extensible operating systems to customize the implementation of a system service is the reduced communication costs associated with resource management. Another benefit of implementing a system like UMS as a kernel extension is that, as an extension, it has access to operating system-level resource usage information that it can use to adapt log management to system load. In the next section we investigate both benefits of implementing UMS as an operating system extension.

### 7.3.2 Improving Performance via Extensible Operating System Support

Extensible operating systems, such as SPIN, will enable systems like UMS to achieve better performance. This section describes three ways an extensible system can improve the performance of UMS: first, by reducing the overhead of protection-boundary crossings between the operating system and UMS' logging mechanism, second by allowing logging to adapt to system workload, and third, by enabling application-controlled prefetching in a single-level store.

#### Using an Extensible Operating System to Reduce the Overhead of Protection-boundary Crossing

The actions performed while processing a write fault in UMS, and the resulting protection-boundary crossings are shown in Figure 7.2. The total cost of the protection-boundary crossings consists of the time required for signal delivery combined with the overhead of re-entering the kernel for the system calls to write the log, update the metadata and to call
Protection boundary crossings

User-level actions:

Application: attempts to write to a protected page

Kernel-level actions:

Kernel write fault handler: deliver signal to database write-fault signal handler

Signal handler: call mprotect to allow writes to the page

mprotect: call pmap_protect to allow writes to the page

Signal handler: synchronously write the before-image of the page about to be modified to the shadow log file

FileSystem: copy page to file-system buffer, write page to disk block, update inode structure on disk

Signal handler: update and synchronously write meta data for the page.

FileSystem: copy page to file-system buffer, write page to disk block, update inode structure on disk

Signal handler: return

Kernel: restore application context and resume

Application: resumes

Figure 7.2: Communication and actions to process a write fault in UMS.
User-level actions:
Application: attempts to write to a protected page

OS extension actions:
OS: raise virtual memory write fault event

VM extension: call pmap_protect to allow writes to the page

VM extension: synchronously write before-image of data about to be modified to disk block of log

VM extension: update metadata, write page to disk block, return from write-fault handler

Application: resumes

OS: restore application context

Figure 7.3: Communication and actions performed to process a write fault within an OS extension

mprotect. Systems like UMS will soon be able to be implemented as a kernel extension in an extensible operating system such as SPIN. This approach will greatly reduce the cost of protection boundary crossings because the write-fault handling is done entirely within the operating system. The resulting actions performed in response to a write fault in an implementation of UMS as an operating system extension are depicted in Figure 7.3. We can project the performance of UMS implemented in SPIN by measuring the costs of protection-boundary crossings incurred by UMS’s log management, and substituting for them the costs of the equivalent operations in SPIN. The two kinds of protection-boundary
crossings in UMS are *signals* and *system calls*. The corresponding mechanisms in SPIN are *event dispatch* and *procedure calls* [Pardyak & Bershad 96]. We timed the kernel communication events on our Digital AlphaStation 250 and compared them to measurements of the corresponding SPIN events on the same class of machine. The results of this comparison are summarized in Table 7.1. The overall costs of protection-boundary crossings for UMS and UMS in SPIN for the 192 MB T2b traversal, and the resulting performance, are presented in Table 7.2. The results show that although communication overheads are reduced by 99.7 %, this reduction does not result in significant performance improvement, because protection-boundary crossing costs account for only 0.3 % of overall runtime.

An application of Amdahl's law suggests improving the portions of the system responsible for the most elapsed time. For OO7, this means reducing the time spent doing I/O. The next section discusses how extensible systems could be used to improve I/O performance by either adapting logging behavior to system workload, or by prefetching transaction data.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Action</th>
<th>Digital Unix</th>
<th>SPIN</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Enter/exit Kernel</td>
<td>OS Trap/return 45,000 ns</td>
<td>OS Trap/return 45,000 ns</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Enter/exit UMS</td>
<td>Signal handler 50,000 ns</td>
<td>Event dispatch 380 ns</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Call system</td>
<td>System call 45,000 ns</td>
<td>Procedure call ~100 ns</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Table 7.1: Overheads of UMS Operating System Interaction in Digital Unix and SPIN**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Action</th>
<th>Digital Unix</th>
<th>SPIN</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Enter/exit Kernel</td>
<td>267 msec</td>
<td>267 msec</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Enter/exit UMS</td>
<td>297 msec</td>
<td>2.3 msec</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Call system</td>
<td>1.1 sec</td>
<td>2.4 msec</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total Overhead</td>
<td>1.66 sec</td>
<td>272 msec</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T2b Elapsed Time</td>
<td>494.6 sec</td>
<td>493.2 sec</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Table 7.2: Total UMS Communication Overhead for 192 MB OO7 T2b traversal in Digital Unix and SPIN**
A Load-Adaptive Write-Ahead Log Manager

The performance results in Chapter 6 demonstrate that UMS and RPVM have performance advantages over one another, depending on the size of the database. For databases that can be accommodated in memory along with the log, RPVM performs significantly better than UMS, because its log writes are performed all at once, at commit time. In contrast, for databases that do not fit in memory along with the log, UMS provides better performance because it provides higher buffer hit rates, since log pages are not buffered. This performance trade-off suggests a hybrid mechanism that switches between RPVM’s “lazy” log writes and UMS’s “eager” log writes, according to the load on the machine. Such an adaptive system would be able to combine the best performance of both UMS and RPVM. We were not able to implement this hybrid scheme in the Digital Unix environment because the two systems, UMS and RPVM, were implemented on opposite sides of the kernel boundary, and we were not able to switch between them for two reasons. First, the user-level signal handler that controlled both UMS and RPVM does not have access to the system paging-load information required to know when to switch between modes, and second, because UMS and RPVM write their log data to raw disk and to the filesystem respectively, and switching between them requires very long-duration filesystem operations.

An extensible system provides exactly the support required to overcome the obstacles for implementing an adaptive logging mechanism. First, by locating both mechanisms within the operating system, UMS and RPVM can both perform logging to the filesystem, obviating switches between raw disk- and file-based logging. Second, the paging-load information required to know when to switch between modes is available within the operating system. The resulting predicted performance of a hybrid logging system, implemented in an extensible operating system, is presented in Figure 7.4. The performance of the hybrid system includes both the benefits of adapting logging to system load as well as the reduced protection-boundary crossing overheads.
Application-controlled Prefetching

The last optimization opportunity we consider is the ability to prefetch data in a single-level store. User-directed prefetching policies and mechanisms for the filesystem interface have recently been developed [Cao et al. 94, Gibson et al. 92]. Further, efficient policies for combining prefetching and page replacement are an area of ongoing research [Kimbrel et al. 96]. Chapter 2 described how Digital Unix prefetches (and eagerly-discards) sequentially accessed pages of both files and mapped memory, however user-directed prefetching in a single-level store has not yet been investigated.

We investigated the potential benefits of prefetching in UMS by incorporating a separate prefetching process that is activated at application start-up when it is determined that the database can be accommodated in available memory. The traditional benefits of prefetching (e.g., in filesystems and relational databases) are accrued from overlapping computation with I/O, since in these systems I/O has otherwise been fully optimized by transferring large amounts of data per request. In a single-level store, however, data is often not transferred in large contiguous amounts, because it is fetched in response to application requests, and written out during page replacement. Current virtual memory systems attempt to optimize this behavior by clustering disk reads and writes. Figure 7.5 compares the performance of the OO7 T1 traversal using both the default virtual memory
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**Figure 7.4:** OO7 T2b Traversal Performance UMS, RPVM, Buffer pool and predicted performance of Hybrid
fetching and replacement, as well as with user-directed prefetching. Because of the potential interaction between prefetching and competing applications, further research will be required before this technique can be efficiently incorporated into desktop applications. These results demonstrate that allowing applications to control prefetching of data in a single-level store can provide significant performance improvements.

7.3.3 Work in Adjacent Areas

Further work in three adjacent areas of research was suggested by the work in this dissertation. First, since we demonstrated the benefits of integrating buffer management with virtual memory by using only one recovery mechanism, there is promise in work involving alternate recovery mechanisms, their efficient implementation, and their relative performance for a range of workloads. Second, there is a great need for empirically significant benchmarks for distributed single-level storage systems. Third, in order for prefetching to be viable in memory-competitive environments, further research of memory allocation policies between competing applications will be required, because current replacement policies (such as LRU) do not behave well in the presence of prefetching applications.
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*Figure 7.5: OO7 T1 Traversal with Buffer Pool, Integrated and Prefetching buffer management*
7.4 Conclusion

In this dissertation we demonstrated that current practice of transaction buffer management performs poorly in the increasingly common memory-competitive environments. We argued that this poor performance is the result of fundamental structure decisions that result in redundant memory management between the transaction buffer manager and the operating system. We lent evidence to this argument by demonstrating significant performance improvements in a restructured system that uses existing operating systems’ facilities to eliminate the memory management redundancy. Finally, we demonstrated prototype implementations of transaction support that will be available in future extensible operating systems that provide further performance improvements.

Since extensible operating systems could be used to marginally improve the performance of existing transaction system structures, the eventual contribution of this dissertation will be determined by whether future transaction systems retain private memory management, or are instead restructured to better coexist in memory-competitive environments.
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